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House o f Stone
by David Landrum
Granite was not made to imprison, let alone
Contain, confine die mind, surround the heart,
And silence speech, paralyze flesh and bone,
As Jadis did with evil magic a rt
Beasts, creatures stood in frozen parody
Of life, caught in their final moment’s gaze,
Expressions locked in varying degrees
O f terror’s fog or defiance’s blaze,
Until the Lion came there with healing breath,
Restoring rock again to living being,
Reverse Medusa, healing stony death
With life to hardened hearts, to stone eyes, seeing.
Spirit and life he gives them. With a shout,
Like Michelangelo’s Prisoners, they break out

“House of Stone” first appeared in Ancient Paths in Summer, 2004, and is reprinted with
permission.
#
#
#
#
MYSTERY: ILLUSTRATION IN SEARCH OF A STORY
Bonnie Calahan once more offers an illustration to invite stories and poems. Why are all
those flying or swimming creatures converging on that circle of cloud or water? And what are
they anyway? Do they include a peacock, a duck, a raccoon, a dove, a sea-horse, a monkey, a
half-developed tadpole and an African clawed frog? Or are they completely different creatures?
Is there an unhappy man in a tuxedo at the center of it all? Let your imagination flow. Submit
your interpretations, as stories, poems, or story-poems for possible publication in later issues of
The Mythic Circle.
EDITORIAL
Here we are, almost on time, and with another fine selection o f stories, poems and
illustrations. Scott Clements presents “Murderer of Days,” another angle on the many-sided
Faust legend. Ellen Denham brings us “Aldric’s Journey,” an excerpt from her novel-in-progress,
The Willow Maiden. Those of you who saw the ballet based on the story, or the excerpts from it
which Ellen shared at Mythcon XXXV (in 2004), will enjoy learning more. Bill Krapfel presents
a story in the time-honored mythopoeic genre o f the “found manuscript”: the origin of the
constellations as told by a certain Johannes Martin. Joe Christopher also offers a “found
manuscript,” a cycle of poems by the eloquent but obscure Nat While, soldier during World War I.
As experienced Mythopoeic authors know, the device of the “found manuscript” has been used by
(continued on p. 48)
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Murderer o f Days
By Scott Clements

I step to the edge of the cliff, haunted by
grief and the memories of my sins. Far
below, the crushing din of the waves echoes
into the fading dusk, leaving behind the
briny smell and taste of the sea. Somewhere
in the moonless sky the cry o f a gull traces a
forlorn path through the growing night.
Beyond that cry, like the burgeoning eyes of
Heaven, the stars begin to shine. Almost, it
might seem, as though they had come to bear
witness to what would follow . . .
I am six years old when he comes the first
time.
I lie awake in my bed listening to the
storm. I feel its chill dampness through the
thin walls of the house as the winds and rain
rage and threaten to smash the fragile glass
o f the windows. I pull my blankets up a litde
higher, telling myself that the shadow of the
tree that flits across them truly is only a
shadow and not something that steals a
child’s soul. Across from me, my mother has
left my bedroom door open. Through the
crack, I can see her door across the hall. It,
too, is open. She knows that sometimes I get
scared o f the dark. When those times come,
she says I should pray. I cross myself and
close my eyes. When I am finished asking
God for deliverance from evil, I open them.
The ghost stands before me.
Terror slides spidery fingers down my
throat and steals my breath. Though my
mouth hangs open, though I long with all my
heart to cry out, to run screaming from my
room, my blood is ice. Unable to speak or
move, a thin rivulet of sweat meanders down
my forehead and stings my eye. In my
breast, my heart is a fearful, desperate thing,
hammering for release, and I feel the hair at
ghost’s tears bring tears to my own eyes.

the nape o f my neck bristle as I watch the
wraith approach the side o f my bed.
It makes no sound as it moves. The
ghost is tall, with skin the gray-white o f the
birch trees that grow in the forests to the
north. Beneath a long gray beard, a gold
embroidered overcoat, tom and frayed,
covers what once would have been a short
green shirt and gold doublet. Dingy green
hose end in pointed leather shoes, and a
green hood covers its head, its stringy,
trailing ends falling across the ghost’s gaunt
chest. Though worn and faded, its clothing
might have been elegant.
Were it not for the chains.
Bound at wrist and ankle, the two sets of
heavy chain are shackled by a third. By the
slump of the ghost’s shoulders, it is clear the
fetters have taken their toll. The ghost is not
young. Older than my mother, but not an old
man. Its head is tilted and its fey eyes hold a
sorrow that makes me want to weep.
Uncertain, almost as though it fears me,
the ghost trudges forward another step, the
weight of its chains like the weight o f the
world.
I could scream now. The numbing terror
has passed and I could scream for my
mother.
I do not. Something in its eyes prevents
me.
Something. . .
Instead, I reach out a hand, and so as not
to wake my mother, I whisper, “Who are
you?”
Still uncertain, still out o f reach, the
ghost stretches out its shackled hands. I am
shocked to see it is crying as it does so. Its
eyes, the sorrow in them, I have never seen
its like. For reasons I cannot explain, the
“Why are you so sad?” I ask.
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The ghost’s shoulders shake as it falls silently
to its knees beside the bed. It is sobbing. “I am
afraid,” the ghost says between falling tears. Its
voice is an autumn wind, a lost child, a thing
forgotten and unmoumed.
I lean forward. The sadness etched in the lines
o f its face breaks my heart. I long to touch the
spirit, to share its grief. “Afraid o f what?”
The ghost turns its vacant eyes upon me. “I am
afraid you will hate me, Ansgar.”
I recoil as it speaks my name, and huddle in the
comer o f my bed. “How, how do you know my
name?”
The ghost gathers itself, draws a breath and
straightens its bent back. “Because I am your
father,” it says, “and I have come to ask your
forgiveness.”
And through eyes blurred with tears, I watch
my dead father vanish as though he had never
stood beside my bed.
As though he had never spoken my name.
When Ansgar finished dusting the inscription,
he blew gently upon the rock. For an instant only,
his callused fingers traced the ancient letters. Then
a breath, a single backward step, and he began to
read:
Three times have I been born, this I know.
Into a dark leathern bag was I thrown,
and on a boundless sea cast adrift.
My native country is the region o f the
summer stars.
I have been in Asia with Noah
and have seen the destruction o f
Sodom and Gomorrah.
A ll the sciences in the world are
collected in my breast,
I know what has been, and what hereafter
shall occur.
I am Taliesin, C hief o f the Bards.
When the recitation was complete, a stifled,
smothering silence descended upon the small,
ancient cave. The red-orange flame of his lantern
wavered, brushed by some unfelt wind, granting
silent life to the surrounding shadows.
Came then a shift in the darkness, an unholy

reordering of the world.
Ansgar spun. In his breast, his heart
was a savage storm as his wavering light
banished the encroaching gloom.
And revealed the answer to his
dreams.
My mother has told me many times that I
am never to speak o f my father. I know
nothing o f him; he died before I was bom.
Her words have never kept m e from
wondering, from imagining his face, his
voice.
“Mother says you are the most wicked
man who ever lived and that I am to never
seek your name.”
It has been days since last I saw him.
I had feared he would not return, that I
would not have the chance to learn the
truth.
My dead father stares down at me
from beside my bed. The look of
hopelessness in his black gaze threatens
to suffocate me.
“Your mother speaks true,” he says,
turning from me, ashamed.
“I . . . don’t understand.”
“I know, my son. I know you don’t.”
Something in his words, the grief that
underlies them draws me on. “But I want
to. I want to understand.” This time it is
I who turn away, afraid o f the question
that my heart demands I ask, afraid o f his
answer. Afraid o f where both o f them,
question and answer, shall lead. But I
need to know, need to learn the truth for
myself. So I ask, “Will you tell me?”
My father says nothing. When I turn
to him, he is staring at me. Tears well at
the comers of his eyes. And through the
tears, he is smiling. “Yes,” he says,
falling to his knees and laying his head
upon the side o f my bed. “Oh, Ansgar,
yes.” Struggling against the
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unrelenting burden o f the chains, he rises to
his full height. The tears no longer fall.
“I am Johannes Faustus,” he says, and
even the chains of the damned cannot keep
the pride from his voice. “In life I was a
sorcerer, some say the mightiest in the world.
But my might did not come without a cost.
“Driven by my need for power, by my
unquenchable thirst for knowledge, I turned
my back upon blessed God and Church,
upon my friends and colleagues, and
committed the darkest sin.”
My father pauses. For an instant his eyes
drop and I wonder if he can go on.
When my father raises his eyes they are
as black iron forged in the flames o f grief,
tempered in the waters of reconciled fate. I
am humbled by the strength o f his will.
He says: “In exchange for twenty-four
years o f his servitude, in blood and ash I
bound my soul to the Devil Mephistopheles;
forever.”
I gasp at his words but stifle it quickly,
lest I wake my mother. I cross myself as he
continues: “Yes, my son. Shield yourself
with God, pray that He protects you. And
hear me now, as I recount the many dark
things I did with the Devil’s pow er. . . ”
“Lord, protect me,” Ansgar whispered. “The
legends. . . ”
With his quavering right hand, Ansgar
fashioned the sign o f die cross. Beneath the
crackle-snap of the torch, he stared at the
impossible passageway that lay before him,
beckoning. The passageway that, just
moments before, had been nothing more than
a wall o f rock.
Ansgar shook his head. “To an ending,
then,” he whispered.
A silent prayer to God and a firm grip on
his lantern were his sole companions as Dr.
Ansgar Faustus entered the abysmal passage
that even sorcerers and devils feared to tread.

each word he utters, I weep.
“The most wicked man to ever live.” My
mother’s words.
I know she is right
Many nights, as my father tells his tale, I
long to cover my head, to wish him away
and pretend he could never have been so
evil. I believe I no longer want the truth, no
longer want to understand. But I continue to
listen. With a word, I can banish him, cast
him back to the flames and forget him. I do
n o t Always there is that sorrow in his gaze,
that longing to be understood.
To be forgiven. But he will not ask. Not
since that first night. He is leaving the
decision to me; he is placing his soul in my
hands.
“Why do you tell me these terrible things
when you know I cannot forgive them?” I
ask one winter’s night. The light o f the
moon streaks through my window, bathes
my father in its argent glow. Outside, the
wind howls past my window and even
through my blankets I can feel the chill.
My father stares at me through the
hollow pits of his eyes and speaks as though
I have not asked him a question. “It was not
until very near the end o f my time that I
began to understand what my pride had
fashioned. I had become a monster. I had
squandered my might, squandered my years
in endless sin and debauchery. Despite my
power, I was nothing, had gained nothing.
Suddenly, realizing how foolish I had been, I
wanted nothing more than to live, to be
afforded the chance to make right my
mistakes. O f course, there were none who
would listen. I was reviled and deserved
nothing less. Mephistopheles laughed at my
efforts to put things right. He laughed while
I wept. But I did not give up. And it was
only a short time later that I heard Taliesin’s
name for the first time, spoken as a curse by
a witch in the heart o f a dead forest.
Taliesin, who changed everything . . . ”

His tale is three years in the telling and for
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The passageway was short. Roughhewn and
narrow, gossamer thin webs and cloying dust
gave testament to its inviolate secrecy. The
corridor ended in a small chamber.
Ansgar closed his eyes and laid a
trembling hand upon the stony frame of the
open doorway.
Thirty years to reach this point. A
lifetime and all it entailed. A wife. A child.
A career.
Sacrifices, a part of the price. He had
been a fool to believe they could understand.
Only he understood, only he had ever
believed. Was it so terribly hard? Could
they not see he was—had always been—doing
G od’s will, seeking to save a repentant soul
that it might at last, rightfully and in longdenied glory, stand by God’s side? The
thought gave him comfort.
Faith. It had carried him this far. It
would see him through to the end.
After a long, steadying breath, Ansgar
stood tall. And entered the place to which
his life and destiny had brought him.
“Called the Voice of God, and Goldensoul,
legends say that among enchanters, Taliesin
was the most skilled with words.” As my
father speaks one night near the end o f his
tale, a glimmer o f wonder flickers to life in
the pits of his dead eyes. “In a different
time, words were more than they are now.
They were said to give order to things, to
shape reality itself. To know the Name of a
thing was to master i t To Name a thing was
to summon it into being so that the thing
existed in the words for it. Then, by altering
the Name, by manipulating it, one might
change the thing.
“Or destroy it.”
I watch the pits of my father’s eyes
harden to flint as he speaks this last. For a
moment, I am afraid again. Then his gaze
softens and he continues.
“Little is known of Taliesin beyond his
mythic skill. It was the work of months to

find him, nearly the last o f my time. But
find him I did, in the haunted wood o f
Broceliande. Carefully, hidden from
Mephistopheles’s prying eyes, I approached
Taliesin and confessed my sins. Drowning
in the tears o f my shame, I spoke o f my Pact,
of my pride. Then, before the forest and
Almighty God, I begged Taliesin’s
forgiveness.
“And he granted i t ” My father’s eyes
fall like stars, but not before I can see the
light, the life, that his memory lends them.
He shakes his head as though still unable to
believe his own tale. “But there was more,
Ansgar.” My father raises his head slowly,
his gaze fixes upon me: “That night in
Broceliande, Taliesin claimed he could free
my soul.”
I lean forward, rapt in the tale. I whisper,
“How?”
“‘The Devil’s Name,’ Taliesin told me in
the heart of that most holy wood, ‘lies buried
within the sacred pages o f Tal Entwym.' TaJ
Entwym, Ansgar, the Book o f Secrets! Writ
within its pages in letters only the Just can
read, is said to be all the knowledge in the
world. And since the world’s beginning, it
has remained hidden at the heart o f Taliesin’s
sanctum sanctorum, Caer M yrrthryll. Do
you see, Ansgar? I had only to follow him to
his sanctum to retrieve the Name. Then we
might work together, Taliesin and 1, to undo
the Pact and free my soul!”
The light in my father’s dead eyes goes
out, replaced by a loathing that is frightening
to behold.
“But I am not so clever as I thought,” he
spits, “not so well hidden. At the enchanter’s
words, Mephistopheles appeared. And from
behind, a smile adorning his jester’s face, the
Devil struck the enchanter down.”
Ansgar found the book resting atop a
pedestal o f rose granite, beyond a dome of
glass at the center of the chamber. N o dust
obscured the book’s covering, and a light
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shone down upon it though no flame was
about. The chamber out o f which the
pedestal arose was small, cluttered with
tomes and parchments. The walls were
hewn stone, lined with scores of shelves.
Ansgar took a step forward and dropped
to his knees. How often had he dreamed of
this place? How many prayers, uttered upon
knees, whispered through tears of despair,
had Ansgar offered to God that He might see
him through to this day? Always his life’s
goal had driven him, had burned in him like
an all-consuming blaze. And now he was
here. The realization was staggering in its
scope.
But he was not done.
Not done.
Slowly, gathering his courage to himself
as the dawn gathered light, Ansgar stood.
To an ending.
And Ansgar advanced toward the Tome.
Three steps and he was close, close
enough to see illuminated gold glittering
upon the cover. Another step, one more, and
he could read the words emblazoned there.
“7b/ Entwym,” he whispered. His breath
caught as his lungs filled with pitch. He
turned quickly, lighting the torches stationed
throughout the study, the surrounding
darkness o f a sudden less forgiving. With
the chamber fully lit, Ansgar again
approached the Tome.
Carefully, he moved to lift the glass. At
his touch its perfectly round surface
vanished, changed into shimmering dust.
“Lord, I pray You are near and hear me
well. Guide my hand, and keep me safe.”
Then Ansgar Faustus opened sacred Tal
Entwym, for love, and in salvation’s name.
Once again, tears flow from my father’s dead
eyes. His despair is like a vast, inescapable
sinkhole that threatens to bury me alive.
“Mephistopheles took me away then, and his
laughter filled the air. Not long after, I met
your mother, Siguna. She was a tavern girl

in a place where I had chosen to drink away
my memories o f Taliesin, and the hope he
granted me. She was so beautiful. She knew
not who I was, knew nothing o f my black,
cursed soul. And for a single night, she
granted me solace, a haven from despair.
“But Mephistopheles would not allow
me even this small peace. In the morning he
came to her, told her who and what I was.
He laughed as she cursed and hated me. But
what even he could not know was that night
I fashioned my chance at salvation. If only
Siguna would let the child grow, I would
have my chance to return, to tell that child
my tale. To beg his forgiveness, as I begged
Taliesin’s.”
My father’s gaze falls upon me and I feel
its weight in my soul.
“You are that child, Ansgar, and I have
told my story. Caer Myrrthryll is out there
still, and Mephistopheles’s Name. If you can
find them it is not too late. You could free
me from my shackles, set my soul at peace.
Or, with a word, you can banish me to the
depths and never think o f me again. It would
be no less than I deserve.
“What say you?”
I am nine years old and asked to decide
the fate of my father’s soul for all eternity.
I turn to him, meet the manifest hope in
the pits of his eyes.
And do the only thing a son can do: I
nod my head and whisper, “I forgive you,
father.”
And for thirty years I search out
Taliesin’s holy sanctum, his ‘Fortress o f
Words.’ Where Tal Entwym, the enchanter’s
sacred Book o f Secrets, is hidden.
That I might leam the Name of a devil,
and free the soul o f my father.
The Tome was everything his father claimed
it was and more.
Hour after hour Ansgar read. O f things
past and yet to be, of continents lost and
worlds undiscovered. Most o f the Tome’s
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entries were in the form of Triads, simple
three line poems. But, though simple in their
form, each sentence, every word, revealed a
depth of genius unmatched in all the world’s
history. As Ansgar shaped the words in his
mind, he felt the world around him change.
Torches blazed and dimmed; walls and
shadows shifted. He dared not voice the
words aloud for fear o f shattering those
precious illusions men named Sanity and
Reality.
So he read on in silence, until the yellowwhite vellum beneath his fingers gave way at
the last to sheerest jet.
A score o f midnight leaves occupied a
small portion of the Tome. The letters that
filled the pages were o f deepest scarlet, and
Ansgar dared not imagine at what cost the
profane knowledge was gleaned. The bloodred words were formed not in sacred Triads,
but chaotic verse. As he continued to read,
the shadows that danced beyond the torches’
light grew bolder, reached forth spindly
fingers toward the invader o f their realm.
Ansgar was undaunted. Minutes or
hours later, his heart threatening to explode
from his chest, Ansgar read these final
words:
A nd there he stood among the flam es o f
Archeron,
The schemer clad so gay;
H ell s jester, the black murderer o f Day.
B ut mighty Mephistopheles, his mirth
and cackle gone,
Trembled as the gnat doth tremble
fore the crow,
For upon the winds o f fiery brimstone,
A demon s death was sown.
A nd mighty Mephistopheles to
Azaroth must bow.
Closing the Tome, thrusting aside fear
and doubt, Ansgar steeled himself against the
encroaching night. Then, with all the force
o f a tormented child, with all the strength o f

a man who has lost everything in an effort to
gain the thing that matters most, he raged:
“Come, wicked Azaroth, harken to your
master!”
The world exploded in mephitic fury as
reality was rent by a Devil’s wrath.
And Azaroth, called Mephistopheles,
appeared.
No longer in command, its mortal guise
stripped and tom and cast aside, the true
form of the enraged devil was vast, a
universe o f shadow and appalling menace.
Behind a shifting, all-encompassing darkness
that not all the light in the world could
dispel, its left eye gleamed incarnadine.
For an instant that stretched into
infinity’s shadowy depths, man met demon’s
gaze and stillness reigned, fear paralyzing
one, rage the other.
Then, clutching his rage, his heaving
breath a winter gale in his ears, Ansgar said:
“Your Name, demon, your Name is mine!”
The demon spat rancor. “Command me,
mortal,” Azaroth rasped from behind its
armor of night, its serpentine tongue choking
its guttural words, its breath acrid brimstone.
Ansgar trembled. “I would free my
father’s soul.”
The demon’s single, livid eye burned
with unquenchable malice. Then, adderquick, the shadows shifted and a smile split
its hideous visage. “I regret your father’s
soul is no longer mine to give.”
Ansgar spoke the Name again, twisting
it.
Before him the great devil, the Prince,
birthed before time with might enough to
crush the world, howled in anguish.
“I would have my father’s soul!”
“I t . . . is not mine to give. I am but a
gatherer. For another.”
“Then too, shall I find his Name!”
“Though you search for eternity, no
Name shall you find. For no Name has He.”
“Liar! Deceiver! I shall—”
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“Stay your maiming tongue, mortal son
of a damned man, for all is not lost.”
Ansgar’s sweat-soaked brow knitted, his
gaze thinned. He knew, armed even as he
was with the Name, that he was not safe—
perhaps would never be safe again. The
consummate deceiver, the great devil was
more than he was, more than any mortal
could ever be. But Azaroth’s deceptions
were most dangerous because they so often
contained truths. Could the devil’s words be
true? A drop o f stinging sweat dripped into
Ansgar’s eye. How could he know?
“Yes,” the devil urged, its voice a sibilant
hiss, “salvation is still within your grasp; for
a price.”
“Price?”
“Indeed. My Lord has long sought the
enchanter’s Name. Scour his works, and you
shall have i t The enchanter’s Name for your
father’s soul.”
Eternity passed as Ansgar pondered.
Could he do this, truly, barter one fate for
another as though the coin were wool and
not eternal souls? And who was he that such
decisions fell to him? Had he not paid
enough? His wife and child. His career.
Thirty years o f his life. When would it be
enough? Lord God, when would it be
enough?
“Come now,” the Devil hissed, “what
matters his Name to you? Such a simple
thing to gain your father’s freedom.”

Freedom. His life’s goal. The
culmination o f all his faith, of all his dreams
and sacrifices.
With the resignation o f a man who has
shouldered a burden too great for any man to
bear, Ansgar nodded.
In silence and sorrow, he turned to the
Tome.
“What I do now,” he whispered as he
reached the book, his grief-heavy words not
meant for Mephistopheles, “I do for love.

May God forgive me.”
“Of course He will,” the devil whispered.
“It is what He does.”
Ansgar said nothing as he opened the
book. For long hours he scoured the Tome,
the devil close, cloaked as ever in its shroud
o f shadow. Waiting.
Then all at once Ansgar had it.
The Name.
Slowly, with profoundest regret, Ansgar
closed the Tome. As he turned, the devil’s
waiting smile was an odious, contemptible
thing.
“Gwynon Ceridwyn,” Ansgar whispered,
defeated.
The world exploded a second time, and a
tall man, clad in white robes with a small
gold cross hanging from his neck, stood
before them. Indefinable sadness etched the
man’s aged face, mixed with something
Ansgar could not quite recognize. For a
heartbeat, surely no more, his eyes met the
eyes of the stranger; then Taliesin vanished
in a cloud o f brimstone.
As he did, the tomes and parchments o f
the chamber burned.
Amid the smoke and swirling ash, the
great devil laughed.
“My father’s soul!” Ansgar cried through
the smoke and ash, recognizing at last and
too late, the pity manifest in the old m an’s
eyes. “Our deal!”
“Would that your wretched father’s soul
were mine Lord’s to give,” the devil hissed.
“But Taliesin redeemed him long ago,
fashioned his salvation amid the hated trees
o f Broceliande where I am forbidden to go.
If his soul you would have, seek it beyond
hated Gabriel’s watch.”
No. Not like this. Please, Lord, not like
this.
In his rage, Ansgar sought the Name he
had known. But with the Tome’s unbinding
so too, fell its magicks. And all memory of
them.
Ansgar crumpled to the earth.
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“Thus is vengeance served for a soul lost.
And knowledge never meant for mortals is
yours no longer.”
Then, in the dream-guise o f Johannes
Faustus that had, for so long, haunted
Ansgar’s childhood, the devil vanished.
While upon the cold stone o f the
chambers floor Ansgar Faustus, devil’s fool,
wept.
I am forty years old and my heart has
withered in my breast, choked by boundless
grief. I can no longer stand the thought o f
what I have done. My life has been a futile,
pathetic thing, my days stolen and murdered.
As I stare down at the icy blue waters o f the

sea so far below, I long for nothing more
than an ending.
I step from the edge of my rocky perch
and the hungry wind rushes to greet me. I
am not screaming, am not afraid at all. I
wonder though, if a life spent in the pursuit
o f something truly good, is enough to
outweigh a single, grievous wrong. Will the
eyes o f Heaven recognize a fool?
As the waters o f the sea beckon me on, I
realize it matters little. It would be nice to
see my father, my real father, but there are
things I long to say to the poet as well. As I
strike the water and the world goes black, I
cannot decide which I hope for more.

VISION OF A TOTEMIC ARCHETYPE
by David Sparenberg

man has the
face
o f an evil bird
bird has the
face
o f a man
dragon has the
face
o f both man and bird
dragon
is good and evil

man has his
hands
transcendent
bird has its
wings
dragon has both
hands
and wings
dragon
is both good and evil

man
has his
man-heart
fordreaming
bird has its
bird-heart
for flight
dragon
has two
hearts in one
(soul
is a state o f
seeing)
man
is both good
and evil
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The Hewer
By S. Dorman

Ave Slaughter was in the woods with his
nephew Jedidiah. They had come up the
Chippewa from Eau Clair in search o f white
pine. On their backs were enough supplies
and equipment for a month’s surveying, and
in Slaughter’s callused palm lay a compass
attached to a gold-filled chain. He got a fix
that agreed with his sun reading and slid the
instrument back into the pocket o f his canvas
pants. Southeast was the river—all the
transportation he needed to get his logs to the
mill a hundred miles down stream on the
Mississippi. West and north were the pines.
Where they stood now was as good a place
as any to make camp. Slaughter told his
mind to Jedidiah, and the grateful youth let
his pack and pole-axe drop to the ground.
But his work was beginning.
“Fall four saplings and lash’em for the
wigwam,” said Slaughter. “Then start on
camp. I’m going for hemlock bark.” By
evening they had a hemlock wigwam, beans
and saltpork simmering in the iron fry pan
over a bed o f hot coals, and coffee in the pot
sitting off to one side, boiling away.
“Tomorrow we’ll check die snares, Jed.
Get some fresh rabbit or squirrel to go with
the beans.”
The youth spooned pork and beans onto
the graniteware and handed it to Ave. He
spooned a plateful for himself then poured
out coffee for them both. Together they sat
back and supped. Presently, coffee in him
and the work of the day done, Jed was
buoyant.
He fed the fire a bit then sat down and
began picking his teeth with a splinter. “Tell
me a tale, Big Ave.”
Slaughter grunted, swished the grounds
around in the bottom o f his cup and tossed

them out. He looked up at the campfire’s
jumping lights and shadows cast high in the
silent trees. Then he cleared his throat and
began.
“It was ‘30 or ‘31, in the winter on the
Menominee River. A fur trader named
Farnsworth built a sawmill there.” He
stopped and chuckled, remembering the
times he’d used dynamite to move men.
“The Menominee didn’t want no sawmill
planted in the woods, having no use like we
do for lumbering. A delegation o f fifteen or
so came—very polite—and told him to leave
or be killed. Well, he rolled out a keg of
powder, opened it and stuck the butt end o f a
lighted candle smack into it. The Indians
shifted a bit where they sat.
“‘You are braves o f Menominee; I am a
brave. We’ll sit here and dare death
together.’ Then Farnsworth straddled the
keg, and they all watched the candle shrink,
the flame inching toward powder.
“An Indian stood and, stooping, went out
the door. Soon another followed, and
another. Finally there was but one
Menominee and Farnsworth, setting there to
meet death. Then the remaining brave rose
with dignity. Out he walked. Farnsworth wet
his thumb and finger and pressed out the
flame.
“Gained him a reputation.” Slaughter
winked. “But of course it was himself told
the story.”
The campfire sent waves of amber light
across Jed’s awed features. “Tell me
another!”
The middle-aged man filled up the
evening with stories. He told of the
Aroostook War in 1838 and ‘39 when Maine
toted brass cannons into the hills; when the
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mighty white pines o f the over northeast
were in dispute before Canada and Maine
knew their borders.
“All that for a tree?”
“Not just a tree, boy. White pine. He
soars head and shoulders above the others,
his base sometimes six—eight feet through.
Sit under one—you’ll hear him sing like a
choir.”
He stood, stretching and yawning.
“You’ll see what I mean tomorrow. Get to
bed. You got to keep wholesome.”
Jed gave his uncle’s back a puzzled look.
Then he shrugged. He stood and brushed off
his new canvas pants, bought for him in Eau
Claire for his new jo b with Uncle Ave: now
his only kin.
Morning was dim in the woods when they
woke. Breakfast was the same as the
previous night’s meal, quickly consumed.
Ave was in a hurry to locate the trees. They
headed north, climbing a long steady grade
above camp.
When they reached the crest the man
gave Jed a boost up a shell bark hickory.
“What do you see?” Slaughter yelled.
“Trees . . . ” The voice drifted down.
Patience intact, Ave hollered, “Do you
see the white pine?”
Silence.
Then, “I see’em, I see’em! Head and
shoulders above the others, like you said!”
Later, through the trees, Slaughter got a
glimpse o f the broad trunks. He heard the
wind walking in their numberless branches.
Approaching, he swallowed hard and
reached absently into his pocket for the
remainder o f a plug o f Climax. Slaughter
walked the deep needled duff among the
trunks, his mind rapidly calculating. Almost
a stand in size, it was the largest grove he
had ever seen.
“Jedidiah!” he called. “Were those other
clumps as big as this?” . . . His gaze searched
uneasily through the gloom. “Jedidiah!”
“I’m here, Big Ave,” came the small

voice.
The m an turned. Jed, considerably
dwarfed, sat beneath one lofty white pine.
His boyish head lolled against the hoary old
bole. High above, the moving boughs
intoned.
“You’re right, Big Ave. He does sing.”
At a boarding house on Lumber Street in Eau
Clair a sign neatly read: Rooms fo r
Gentlemen.
As they approached the supper table,
Slaughter warned Jed, “I’ll be going out
tonight You’ll be safe in bed—getting your
spelling and numbers.” He recruited two
choppers right at the boarding house table,
then the camp boss went to the saloons.
With a few friendly words, some loud
guffaws, and a hand to his drawstring pouch,
he entered Grand’s. He fingered the wad his
bosses at Winona had backed him with and
announced drinks for every logger in the
place, then he set up office at the oaken bar.
Ave Slaughter was hiring for Weyerhaeuser.
Toward morning, in a comer o f some
saloon, he came upon black-bearded “Tenfoot” Matisse. The son o f a Frenchman, the
teamster was named for his ability to toss
logs, boulders, even his own horse such
distances. He was rotund, unmovable. His
arms were like oak limbs, his thighs like
tamarack stumps. He sat at the table quietly
drinking.
“Matisse,” signaled Ave. “Mind if I pull
up a chair?”
The big man assented with a move o f his
stout hand. “What’re you drinking?”
But Slaughter said, “I’m buying tonight—
or rather Weyerhaeuser o f B eef Slough is
buying.”
Ten-foot relinquished a thick chuckle.
“Nothing like a lumber baron to get a town
o ff the skids in the fall.”
Slaughter agreed sociably. “How come
you’re still in the dough?”
Matisse ignored the question. “W hat’s
the main chance this year?”
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Slaughter told him about his find north o f
Eau Clair, west of the Chippewa. Solemnity
lit Ten-foot’s eyes. “I wondered when they’d
get around to i t I’ve seen those trees.”
Both men sat like statues, wondering.
Had they seen the living ancestry o f white
pine? Maybe every such pine had hailed
from there.
Slaughter broke the spell with a sigh.
“We’ll fall ‘em all.” He was remembering
the decimation of the white pine northern
forests in Maine after the hewer came
through. . . The stumps stretching to the
desolate horizon . . .
“Yeah, but think of the fight they’ll give
the hewers and cant-dogs. Those poor
boogers’ll have the devil getting the old
kings on those two-sleds.”
They talked on, Slaughter never quite
asking Matisse to join up. At last he pushed
away his glass and stood. “Good seeing you,
Ten-foot.” He nodded and turned away.
“Slaughter,” said Matisse, as the boss
was about to pass through the door. “I’ll be
there when you pull out.”
“Right,” the other replied.
Daybreak was stirring the breezes when
Slaughter entered the boarding house.
It was noon through chinks in the blind, and
there was a soft rapping at the bedroom door.
“Jedidiah, answer the door,” muttered
Ave Slaughter from bed. But the rapping
continued.
Tap tap tap.
Ave flung out an arm, groping for his
trousers.
Tap tap tap.
“Aw right!” he croaked, dragging his
pants up. He crossed the room, noting
Jedidiah’s absence and the smell of slops.
He flung open the door.
A puckered little old woman stood there,
wrapped in a shawl, leaning on a cane. Ave
stared down on her.
“I’ve come for the boy,” she said. Her
voice quavered slightly.

He gave her a puzzled frown.
“You know,” she prompted. It was softly
spoken.
A flush o f dread roared through him. He
stammered. “But you don’t look—I don’t
know what—what you mean.” His mind cast
wildly about for some stall. This can It be
her.
“You shouldn’t lie, man.”
“Don’t—don’t take him just yet—Fm sure
something more needs done before—that.”
There was a pause. The old woman
stood very still, leaning on that cane. Then
she said, “Yes, that’s true. Something more
could be done, so you’ll have your time. Just
remember, Jedidiah is mine.”
Trembling slightly, Ave closed the door.
He went and sat on the bed, looking down at
his work-hardened fingers, remembering the
barren wooden hospital room and someone
beloved lying in the iron bedstead.
When he got back to the woods, Jedidiah
looked up the beaver colony he’d discovered
during surveying. His uncle was pre
occupied with setting up camp for a hundred
men—and with some private worry or so it
seemed—so when his chores were done, Jed
spent hours in an old maple reading the
primer and watching the beavers prepare for
winter. The air was cool and full o f the smell
o f leaf mold.
The older beavers had dug a trench three
rods into the woods in order to reach the
smaller hardwoods they used in dam
building. From his perch Jed watched them
fall and limb cottonwood, birch and maple,
floating them down to the creek where other
beavers waited to steer the trunks toward a
dam. The younger beavers gathered food,
submerging tender stems beneath the surface
o f the pond not far from the lodge. From
time to time Jed chuckled softly at the comic
maneuvers of certain beavers. He was
getting to know them one by one.
Whenever a tree fell he noticed that the
beavers would waddle to the pond and dive
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in. Why did all the beavers hide when one
tree fell?
In time he found out. A tree fell and the
beavers dove for cover. Then a slinky red
weasel came picking its way through the
undergrowth. A smallish critter, but Jed
realized it was a danger to the kits. The
weasel nosed around the pond then wandered
away. Before long Jed spied sets of nostrils
and buck teeth breaking the surface o f the
water.
The chopping crews were out falling white
pine by the score.
Thoughts o f the woman—and Jed—
bothered Slaughter as he walked under the
tall trees to watch the crews’ progress. He
would try his pole-axe a time or two, to rid
himself o f trouble.
He came upon the first crew: the hewer
or head chopper, second chopper, and
swamper. They looked like toy loggers in
the light-speckled shadows beneath the
towering pines. The hewer “heyed” the boss
and kept on working, his strokes echoing in
the woods.
“See that, boss?” The swamper indicated
a heavy crooked branch lying not far from
the hewer.
“Widow-maker,” grunted Ave.
“Spiteful, this one is,” said the swamper.
“Threw it down with no warning, no sound.”
“Yeah, she won’t give up—if that’s being
spiteful.” The hewer spared these words as a
volley o f sweat flew off his back while his
bit sank deep into the cut
Slaughter gazed up the straight firm
trunk in admiration. The hewer and second
chopper were almost half-way through on
either side, but the great pine was unmoving,
powerfully scenting the woods with pine
resin.
“Get the killig,” Slaughter said to the
swamper without glancing away.
The chopping was nearly finished.
Slaughter angled the pole into the undercut
and began shoving with all his muscle. Axe

strokes still flying, the tree began to stir.
Groaning. Like a mountain, it turned slowly
“Damnation!” yelled the hewer. “She’s
going wrong!”
For an instant they stared dumbly as the
mighty white, still standing, shifted down off
its pinnacle. The loggers threw down their
axes and ran.
Whooshing and cracking it fell. But
silence came too soon.
Looking back through the dim forest,
they saw the ground empty below. In the
green light just opened, pine needles sifted
down. They hurried back, gazing upwards,
and saw the tree cradled in the crossed trunks
of two other white pines.
“She’s laughing, I’ll swear,” said the
hewer and let fly a string o f tobacco juice.
In the evening, Ave stood nigh the woods not
far from the shanty he shared with his
nephew. Jed was long asleep. In the bunk
shanty next door, rowdy thumps, yells, and
singing accompanied the vigorous
outpouring of an old squeeze box.
Yet Ave could still sense the forest quiet.
Crickets, not yet done in by frost, trilled
away in the underwood. He sighed deeply,
looking around, and presently took a swig o f
something from his old tin cup.
A pale form was suddenly visible in the
distance among the trees. Walking down the
path, he recognized the wizened woman
who’d stood outside his door at the boarding
house in Eau Clair.
Fear leaped up broad in him.
“Mr. Slaughter, I’ve come for Jedidiah.”
His glance was evasive. “Talk a
minute?” She consented and they turned
deeper into the woods. He emptied his cup
on the ground as they walked. She leaned
heavily on her cane.
A stifled cry tore up from his gut. “I
need more time—like we agreed.
Everything’s got to be right before you take
him. Then it’ll be fittin’—w on’t it?” He
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grimaced.
The old woman made a sound like a
vague breeze sighing through a pinetop. She
murmured. “One day they’ll stop all this
worry.
“You’ll have your time.”
He left her there and, relieved, walked
back toward camp, fearing to glance back.
But passing a tree, he heard a hiss.
“Dynamite-head,” said a mocking voice.
Ave turned and shied from the sight.
A decaying corpse sat crosslegged in
moon-shadows. Teeming with maggots, its
dark rotten flesh scarcely covered its
startling white bones.
“I’ve come for Jedidiah,” it mimicked.
White anger surged through the logger.
He lifted his leg and emitting a terrible
scream rammed his heavy spiked boot into
its putrid face. It collapsed and vanished.
But the stench lingered.
Ave stomped blindly into camp.
Ten-foot stood outside the bunk shanty
on his way to the bam for a visit with his
horses before turning in at the teamsters’
camp. He saw the boss returning and hailed
him.
“Been fightin’?”
Fresh heat poured through Slaughter. He
bowed his head and strode past, muttering,
“Just phantoms, is all.”
When the chopping crews settled in for the
evening beside the hot box stove with a deck
o f cards at hand, the night sprinklers got into
their mackinaws and boots to go out on the
coldest job. Jedidiah, watching, decided to
go too. He wanted to see what they were up
to in the deep-hold o f the winter night. The
men were leaving: there was no time to ask
Uncle Ave.
Out through fallen snow they crunched,
leaving camp behind. It was good seeing
weather, crusty and very cold. After half a
mile they came out o f the woods. The river
valley below was a frosty bowl of treecovered hills curving away southeastward.

Down tramped the dark shapes o f the three
night sprinklers, pickaxes on their broad
shoulders, passing the jug back and forth
between them. Jed followed a dozen paces
behind, the cold north witch biting his
cheeks and nose. They passed once more
through a tier of woods, ambling
downwards. Coming to the clearing, Jed
was glad to see immense Matisse waiting
with his great four-horse team o f Belgian
blacks. The breath o f their nostrils spurted
into the subarctic air and they stood restive.
“Hoo, Ten-foot,” hailed Scroggs, handing
him the jug.
Jed grinned up at the big man. Matisse
reached out a great hand and tussled the
boy’s hair with his long stout fingers.
“Glad you’re along, boy. Keep an eye on
Scroggs and let me know if he mistreats my
hosses.” He sent a meaningful glance at
Scroggs. Then he took a deep thirsty
swallow, handed the jug back, and headed
through the woods toward the teamster’s
camp.
Leading the horses, the night sprinklers
walked down a long snow-covered road to
the frozen stream below. Jed pulled his
stocking cap down snugly and watched as
two o f the men raised their picks and began
chopping through the thick Wisconsin ice.
Scroggs hitched three of Matisse’s blacks to
the huge wooden reservoir ponderously
perched on a set o f two-sleds, then hooked
the pulley rope to the harness o f the fourth.
As Jed looked on, the man backed the black,
lowering the barrel. Gulping, it sank to the
bottom. The black pulled, hauling the barrel
from the water, bumping up the side o f the
sprinkler. The man climbed topside and
upended the barrel into the reservoir,
sloshing its cold water everywhere. Ten
hauls and the sprinkler was full.
The men, and the by-now shivering boy,
climbed onto the ice-encrusted sprinkler and
rode slowly up the hill. One o f the men
swung his pick-axe down, knocking loose
the pegs above each runner. Jed looked
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down at the water gushing out in twin
sprays, washing down the snowy tracks o f
the two-sled, freezing as they went.
Approaching the hilltop he saw a trail o f
star-lit silver curving down to the stream a
half m ile below. He began to long for fire
and bunk. At the top of the hill he leaped off
the sprinkler and headed into the bordering
woods.
A s he came out on the further side, he
scanned the sky. Suddenly a great shadow
rose up, starting his heart, blotting out the
stars. The ground shook. Jed flung him self
down. When he looked up he saw a
tremendous axe-man playing with his tool.
Hefting a tree in one colossal arm, the giant
tossed it among the planets. Down past Jed’s
head roared a wall of honed steel. It flashed
upwards to cleave the far-flung spruce in
two. For long moments the giant dallied,
demonstrating all the logger’s skill with the
broad-axe. Then he passed northwards over
the foaming, quaking hills.
W hen he was gone Jed sat up. He
scrambled to his feet and ran off among the
trees to camp.
Home from a futile search for his nephew,
Ave lay staring at the flickering firelight
through the grating on the stove. His
stomach churned heedlessly. He felt
shooting pain in his back. His thoughts
jumped from Julia’s deathbed to Jed and
back again.
H as the old lady come?
The door crashed open. “Big Ave! Who
walks taller’n white pine?” Jed gasped,
tumbling breathless into the shanty.
Ave leaned forward on his elbow trying
to grasp his nephew’s words. Relief
overcame him: He fell back, closed his eyes
and said, “I give up, who?”
They spent the next morning together. Jed
took him to see the beaver lodge. Visible
only as vague mounds, the once thriving
workshop community seemed to sleep under

the snow.
“You sure like those deuced beavers,”
remarked the man as they stood by the pond.
“They’re like little loggers only they
don’t cuss.”
Ave laughed.
“Big A v e . . . ? I’m glad you brought me
to the woods with you.”
“So’m I Jed.”
The two were silent. A branch creaked
somewhere high in the trees. The sound was
muffled by the snow layer.
“It doesn’t bother me as much . . . that
Mother’s dead.”
Ave’s retort was guarded, shy. “No?”
“Yeah. I know I’m gonna see her again.”
He smiled some.
Ave swallowed. “That’s good.” The
words sounded silly and numb in his own
ears. But Jed didn’t notice. He smiled
again.
In spring the riverhogs came up from the
saloons and brothels o f Eau Clair and
Chippewa Falls. Out on the river they
worked in red shirts and kersey trousers,
with pike poles and peavys, breaking out the
railways. Up and down the stream m en were
tending logs away from the gravel bars and
tangles bordering the river. The stream was
thick with tree trunks, and the men loosed
more each m om ent
Jed was among them on his first walk.
Slaughter stood on the bank with Matisse,
watching.
Suddenly he started and glanced back
across the river. On the opposite bank stood
the little woman he felt he could hold o ff no
longer. She looked not at Slaughter but at
Jedidiah.
Slaughter’s ulcer fired. He leaped onto
the logs, bobbing, weaving his way across
the moving lumber. But the woman had
disappeared. He scoured the banks but
found no trace o f her. Dismayed, he turned
back.
“Phantoms again?” Matisse watched
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Slaughter’s eyes as he hove ashore.
Ave darted him a look. Could this man
believe? Frowning he turned and watched
Jed.
“My sister Julia died in a Chicago
hospital last spring. . . the sugar disease. I
was told Jedidiah might develop the
symptoms—thirst, lost weight, too many trips
to the privy. The doctor said he might even
pass out and die—if he’s got it.”
Slaughter glanced back at Ten-foot then
averted his gaze. He reached automatically
for a chew, grabbing three fingers’ full,
pressing it between his gum and cheek.
Matisse watched the man’s jaw rotate. He
shifted his prodigious weight, stroked his
curly beard and said nothing.
“Oh hell,” barked Slaughter. “A bright,
young—ageless—somebody stood by Julia’s
bed. She gave me the feeling o f being
straight and firm as a tree.” His voice
thickened. “She said to me, ‘I’ll send for her
son within the year.’ Then she disappeared.
And Julia was dead.”
Matisse grunted, still stroking his great
black beard. “You’ve seen her again, I
suppose?”
“Last summer—the first time—in Eau
Clair. Came to my door like flesh and blood,
a little old woman this time. Maybe they
aren’t the same. . . but they are—angels o f
death . . . Death .. “ His voice dwindled
away, his gaze at a distance. “Somehow I
put her off. She came again to the woods
late last fall.”
“You saw her across the river today.”
Slaughter nodded grimly. “It’s been
almost a year since Julia died.”
Neither spoke for a time.
Out on the river nothing moved. The
boss stared at the jammed stream. “The
dickens! We barely started and already we
got a plug.”
With explosives in saddlebags slung over
his shoulders, Slaughter reached the head of
the log jam two miles downstream. There
was a bottleneck o f three boulders concealed

beneath the gorge o f logs. Fourteen red
shirted riverhogs worked along the perimeter
of the jam , pulling, prying, lifting with their
pike poles and iron hooked peavys.
Slaughter cleared them off the stream
and positioned dynamite canisters, arranging
the fiising back over the logs halfway to
shore. He called for the all-clear, lit the
fuses, then scrambled for the bank.
Suddenly far across the stream a riverhog
hollered, waving his arms. Slaughter looked
back and, seeing Jed still on the logs, jumped
onto the jam, leaping from log to log
upstream.
The charge exploded, casting an echoing
boom down past the Chippewa Great trunks
catapulted into the air. The jam began to
move. Water spouted up as timber fell. The
pile relaxed, melting apart as the front logs
shot downstream. The melt moved back
upstream in a wave, quickly reaching
Jedidiah where he walked the logs. He saw
it coming and clambered toward shore. A
free log whirled beneath his feet. He
slipped. The log behind slammed forward
crushing his calf and foot. Wriggling, he
toppled and lost consciousness. A hand
reached down, grabbing Jed out of the
violent water. Ave Slaughter hoisted his
nephew into his arms. Cleaving to a sailing
log with his spikes, he turned to choose a
path to shore.
The room in Eau Clair was quiet, but
unconscious Jed still heard the river pealing
through the sluice-gates of his mind.
“No, I’ve not come for the boy. I took
him on the river. He’s already mine.”
Slaughter talked with the old lady not far
from Jedidiah’s bed. He looked over at the
boy then back at her, demanding, “Is he
gonna die?”
“You all die,” she said, leaning on her
cane. “Yet I am not death, but loss.”
He stared at her wattled features and she
looked back. Then slowly Slaughter began
to see: He was the something for which
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she’d been willing to wait. The slow-coming
for Jedidiah with its fear, enmeshing nights,
and petulant gu t The awful pressure o f
fearing the loss o f Jed.
His shoulders slumped and he turned
away.
In the quiet, the floor creaked and he
looked over at her. Her crooked back was
turned; he knew she would vanish. But she
glanced back over her shoulder. On her face
a fierce light burned, purging her features
like sunlight in the trees. For an instant she
was strikingly transfigured and straight.
Then she was gone.
Slaughter put his face to the wall, leaned
into the crook o f his arm and wept.
Jed was a hewer with splendid vigor; he
swung his axe with pithy might. Around the
woods sun rays dashed to earth, and youth’s

glad shout rang in the rhythmic swoop o f his
strokes. It resounded in the logging area up
the banks of the Flambeau River.
He left off whacking at the red pine long
enough to take a swig from the canteen his
uncle handed him.
“Water’s good and cold,” he said. He
equalized a stance between his real leg and
the wooden one, and began throwing in his
blade again.
Together the two men, one old, one
young, watched the tree fall.
“You know,” said Jed, looking about
them at the woodland bristling with thin tall
trunks. “It seems like a long time since
white pine was great in the woods.
Remember how big around those trunks
were?~how tall they stood?”
Ave smiled slightly and nodded. He
remembered.

A VISION O F DEATH
by David Sparenberg

a raven
black as midnight
on a weatherworn
dark fencepost
the raven’s eye
the morning sun
painting red
the raven’s dark head
how much

truth of otherness
startling or fatal
intersects

golgotha
of a pole between
struts and barbs

the raven catches
blood
o f the streaming sun
across
outstretched
soul-arms

shadow
of black night
changes
to this scream of fire:
a raven
in red flight
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Charlotte’s Sword
By JA Howe

For once, as I watched the parade, I was glad
to be living on the main street of town. At
least I didn’t have to scrabble down there
among the masses for a good view. “Look at
the colors!” my neighbor Elinda called,
waving. “Who’d have thought that from—
well, trolls, o f all tilings?”
I agreed that the trolls were looking
unusually nice, considering all of the terrible
tales told about the creatures. Swathed in
what must have been acres o f chiffon-like,
pearl-colored material that was lined in ruby
and gold, the Troll Council stomped proudly
up the street. Their guards wore tunics spun
wholly o f pure gold thread, with huge chibs
hanging at their sides. Younger creatures
walked before and behind, bearing gaudy red
banners with a giant black rune in the center.
Last o f all came the Troll King himself,
surrounded by still more guards and sitting
on a high chair that rolled along the street on
wheels.
“I just think that it’s amazing that King
Maxwell is signing this treaty with the
trolls,” Elinda continued. “And, after all the
trouble we’ve had with them, too!” The
beasts had been accidentally awakened by
treasure hunters looking for gold, and ever
since had caused the King immense amounts
of trouble. Who knew that trolls were in
there, the treasure hunters had asked when
called to the King’s presence. The discovery
o f the creatures was bigger news than that of
the gold . . . since it did start a war. Sadly,
tiie people had not been allowed to take the
gold out o f the cave: the monsters were
angry when they awoke, and they refused to
recognize that humans owned the land now.
A couple o f the people were eaten, according

to the messengers.
War, therefore, had been unavoidable. I
remembered the months o f hearing news
about woundings and deaths. People
discussed it as easily as they might figure out
what to wear the next day. Bards’ old
gruesome stories about the old days when
trolls were around were listened to as avidly
as the very detailed accounts o f some
wounded war heroes when they made it
back.
Peace, a year and a h alf later, had been
harder to get, and people considered it less
interesting than tales of “the horror in the
caverns.” I couldn’t recall people saying
much at all about the troll-human mess at
parties, once the fighting had effectively
stopped.
Days must go on, however, despite visits
from trolls and kings, and soon the parade
was over with. I sighed and went back
inside to do housework. When I came out
again later on to bang carpets on the balcony
sill, I saw that the city cleaners were already
finished fixing up the street below.
The rest of the day went by as usual. I
cleaned the house, ate lunch, then dinner.
Went out to watch the stars rise in the sky.
My sister’s up there somewhere, I thought—
the funeral had been only a week before. Hi,
M argaret Now there’s only one old maid in
this house. I ’m not even twenty-two.
“BUUUUUURP. . . ”
I jumped nearly out o f my skin as the
sound echoed through the quiet streets. A
huge shadow passed by underneath my
balcony. A TROLL! I leaned over to take a
closer look and saw that it was carrying
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something—dragging it, actually. My eyes
widened. A PERSON!
Something told me that couldn’t be good.
Maybe it was something from my
parents, from all those stories about my
grandfather who’d fought for the king long
ago in die great war; maybe it was just plain
blind insanity. Whatever it was, I raced into
action. I dashed inside the house, to the
hearth.
Grampa’s old sword hung there, still in
its sheath. He always used to say that it
would never leave that sheath unless in the
hands o f one o f his blood, I remembered. I
took it down half reverently, muttering an
apology to his ghost.
The troll and its prey were just
disappearing around a comer into an alley as
I ran up, waving the sword. It was heavier
than I’d imagined, but I hung on tight,
remembering my grandfather’s words: “Put
the fate of the people before your own.”
With Grampa’s words in mind I dashed
forward, yelling. “YAAAAA!” I cried,
jumping at the creature. The troll turned in
surprise and I slashed wildly at it with the
heavy weapon, nicking it in the face. The
monster howled angrily and laid out with its
fists at me, and I slashed it again.
“Ha—he—hi~ugh!!” I cried over and over
again, as I swung the sword around my head
in the alley. My arms ached. The troll
continued punching, not thinking to grab its
club. I hoped that it wouldn’t think o f it.
The fists were bad enough, thank you. Once
it hit me in the leg, and I reeled back, feeling
like a cart had run over me.
The pain, however, only made me
angrier, as it does with most people. I raged
back at the troll, slicing hard this time.
“Ha!”
This cut rang true: straight through the
troll’s harder-than-hard arm went the sword,
cutting it off almost entirely. The beast gave
a howl of rage, heading straight for me, the
cut arm swinging disgustingly in the air, as

blood poured from it. Oh, God, I’m going to
die now, I thought, feeling a bit faint for a
moment as the stench o f troll blood curdled
my stomach.
Suddenly a shadow fell over me. “Sakes
be to you for attacking a woman!” a lowpitched voice boomed. The angry troll
whirled and I looked up in surprise.
Two knights in chain mail stood there, a
man and a woman. They were both about
my own age, from the size o f them. Neither
took any notice o f me, however, but
immediately fell into battle stance. “On
guard, ya fool!” the woman hollered,
whipping out a huge bola, and swinging it
over her head with one hand, as she poked at
the troll with a slim sword with the other.
The beast lunged for this new attacker, and
the man slipped behind. “Uh-uh,” the
woman teased as it tried to catch her, and slid
away in time, nicking it on the shoulder. The
troll turned in fury, growling.
As it turned, the man took his chance,
and pulling out a very thick sword, he ran it
right through the back o f the creature, just as
the woman tripped it with her bola, swinging
the rocks around its legs. The troll gave a
last roar o f pain and fell with a crash to the
ground.
Suddenly the alley was silent again.
“Best one yet,” the man remarked as he
pulled his weapon out o f the troll’s back and
wiped it on a cloth. “Gotta tell Emory that
these new swords o f his really do work. This
should get us a star.”
“Ha,” the woman grinned as she stooped
to unwind her bola from the creature’s legs.
“I’ve seen you do better—hey, look at this!”
She pointed to the partly severed arm.
“Wow,” the man said appreciatively.
“Whoever did t h a t . . . ” At that moment,
though, the man who’d been the troll’s
former prisoner, and who’d been lying in a
comer, began groaning, and the man ran over
to help him.
The woman turned, and found me
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crouched against the wall, clutching my
grandfather’s sword: fear had at last set in,
and I was still feeling a bit nauseous. “Did
you do that? You’re not bad with a sword,”
she said, unwinding her weapon at last and
reattaching it to her belt. “Here. Take my
hand. Name’s Liza, and this is my partner
Nethane.”
Nethane was at that moment crouched
over the troll’s victim. “Hey, Erl, it’s me,”
he said gently.
“Is he going to live?” I asked. Liza
laughed.
“Aw, sure, he’s seen worse than that,” she
said, her eyes twinkling as Erl stumbled up,
helped by Nethane, his eyes still a bit glazed.
“Haven’t you, dear?”
“Verra funny,” the older man muttered,
sending the female knight laughing again.
“Erl, sweetie, I think you need a nap,”
she said, grinning.
“Wat I need’s an aspirin, if ya got any,”
he groaned.
So it was that I, Charlotte Kelly, was made a
knight of the service o f King Maxwell. Liza
insisted on it, especially on hearing my
name. I was moved into the castle the very
next day by servants that the king himself
sent, and Liza—who refused to detach herself
from me—began my training immediately.
“Saints, girl, we’d thought the Kelly
family was all gone,” she had cried when
she’d heard who I was. “Your grandfather’s
famous!”
I thought o f my parents, and my father’s
disappointment when I’d shown up in this
world as a girl. “There are no female
knights,” he’d said, and that was that. Here,
however, I was, facing one.
Every morning before dawn after that I
was awakened by my own servant. Liza had
especially given her to me, and I soon found
out that servant had strict instructions as to
what I was to do. Cold showers were the
least o f my worries: I often ended up eating

beef that was either raw and bloody, being
just caught that very hour, or so cured it
chewed like rubber, along with bread that
was hard as rocks. According to Liza, it was
to prepare me for the days on end when I’d
be on the road and would have to survive on
such fare. I also had to get rid o f most o f my
dresses—though some I could keep “for
court.” The king—I wasn’t to feel
comfortable about calling him by his name
for quite a while yet—kept a fairly relaxed
castle, I was told, but every so often there
were functions where the stricter rules o f
royal life must be followed. “You know:
weddings, banquets, visits by emissaries or
nobility from other lands.”
“Speaking o f that, whatever happened
with the trolls?” I asked. It was a few
months later, and I had not seen hide nor tail
o f the creatures since I’d come to the castle.
Liza made a face.
“Well, Max is a bit put out about that
business,” she admitted. “The King o f Trolls
apologized well for the trouble, but he only
said it was a malcontent—between us, I don’t
think the king bought it. They all left rather
quick next day, you see.”
“Oh, I’m terribly sorry about t h a t . . . ”
“It wasn’t your fault. You saved Erl’s
life! He’s very grateful, you know.”
Erl—or actually Sir Erl, if you want to be
form al-w as so very grateful in fact that he
offered to help in my training. So it was that
for three days a week starting from the time I
came to the castle, I was taught lessons in
swordsmanship and fencing by Liza, two o f
tilting and equitation by Nethane, and once a
week I went to Erl to practice archery. On
Sundays, after Mass, I got lessons in the
etiquette o f king and court.
It seemed the way was clearly set for me
now: I was to be a knight or nothing else.
So, I lanced and arched to Liza’s heart’s
content. “No, don’t swing it around your
head like a ninny!” my ebullient tutor would
holler as we practiced in the courtyard. “It’s
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not a flag you’re waving! Nethe, block her!”
And with a flip of Sir Nethane’s wrist I was
once again disarmed. He grinned as he
helped me up.
“Really, you aren’t doing very badly,”
the knight said to me, returning the wooden
sword I used for practice.
“Then why won’t you two let me use my
sword?” I retorted. Grampa’s old weapon
was in my room, uselessly hanging over the
mantelpiece, as it had back at home.
“You aren’t quite ready for that, yet,” he
said.
“NETHE! COME ON!” Liza’s voice
bellowed to us at that moment, and we went
back into battle stance, for the fiftieth time
that day.
Eight months later, I had a hard time falling
asleep. The weather had been very hot of
late, making my exercises tormentuous to
say the least. I had taken to reading at night,
poring over some old scrolls from the
wizards’ library down the street, until I
dropped off. That night I had just barely
fallen into a doze, when a weird sound
jerked me awake again. I crawled to the
window, but saw nothing.
Without a minute’s thought I grabbed
Grampa’s old sword again from the hearth
and headed out the door.
I don’t know why I do these things.
The stairs were cold oh my feet as I
moved downward, practicing the stealth
tactics Liza had been teaching me. Silent as
a mouse~I hoped—I crept to the edge of the
staircase, in time to see a huge figure pass
below. A very familiar figure, I thought, and
my heart began to race. Not again. . .
I jumped back behind the wall, thinking.
The king’s bedroom was down there. Well, I
wasn’t going to rush into this. Maybe the
shadow was a servant getting a snack from
the kitchen, I thought. But that shadow had
given me a bad feeling. Should I try and
wake Liza? No, even if I screamed the

creature was doubtless close enough by then
to do whatever it wanted anyway.
“Well, then,” I muttered in the darkness.
“Best follow it and make sure then, before
you rouse the house.” I’d done that once
already, before I knew the creak o f the
drawbridge well enough. Quickly I headed
downward, keeping to the wall.
The creature was just ahead o f me, as I
padded softly across the main hall. I was
right; it was another troll, and he was headed
for the king’s room! I tried to get closer,
ducking in and out o f doorways.
Suddenly there was a great crash! and I
alm ostjum pedoutofm y skin. It was the
creature: he’d knocked into a statue o f a man
in armor that was standing against one o f the
walls. Now or never, I thought, and dashed
forward, giving my war-whoop.
I tackled the troll, leaping onto its back.
The slit eyes widened in fear and the creature
howled as I poked it with the sword.
Apparently word had gotten about
concerning me. I grinned. “Oh, no you
don’t,” I gritted my teeth, hanging on as it
tried to smash me against a wall.
The troll kept trying to throw me off,
while I kept trying to get in a good whack
with the sword while maintaining
equilibrium. It’s even harder than it sounds,
believe me. Between us, the troll and I were
making enough noise to rouse the dead. I
caught out of the comer o f my eye a glimpse
o f the king hurrying away, probably to get
help.
Shouting in the hallway made the room
echo and the troll half jumped out o f its skin,
slamming into a wall as a heavy suit o f
armor fell on us. My stomach didn’t
particularly like the dizzying lurch as the
creature fell and I tried to get out o f the way.
Parts of my body were still banged and
bruised by the old armor, and so was I as I
plopped onto my side.
I made myself get up and that was a
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chore by itself. The troll, I found, had
whacked its ugly head into the wall upon
falling and a comer of the old armor--wow,
they made that stuff strong, I thought—was
sticking out of its back. For good measure, I
stuck my sword into the neck of the troll, and
that was that
Footsteps finally got closer, but by the

time they found me, I was standing proudly
over a dead body, cleaning my sword with a
handkerchief. Liza and Nethane, who’d
come with the others, grinned.
“Bravo!” said the king admiringly,
squinting at the sword Grampa had left me.
“That’s an antique, you know.”

CONVERGENCE
by David Landrum

Dull boy, but dutiful, Prince Caspian
Learned war and statecraft. Yet his mind was drawn
To myths and stories of the era when
Dwarf, dryad, centaur, maenad, elf and faun,
And talking beast, roamed in mead and dale
And woods o f Narnia; when branch and limb
Would rise and take on forms o f birch-girls pale
And green-haired willow-women, sad and slim.
These things were not united, till the night
He saw Tarva and Alambil align
And fill the Namian sky with flaming light
From two stars joining, making heaven shine.
That night his heart and mind blazed: conjunction
O f reasoning with imagination.
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Aldric’s Journey
Excerpt From Novel: The Willow Maiden
By Ellen Denham

It was a cold winter in the land called Lule,
in the far north o f the world. Though spring
was not far off and the days were swiftly
growing longer, the vast, northern plains
were still blanketed with white. The weak,
wintry sun shone halfheartedly through
dappled gray clouds that hung in indecisive
clumps, as though unsure whether or not to
gather into a storm. Herds of elk went about
their business, patiently digging through the
snow with their hooves to find the lichen that
sustained them during the winter months.
Smoke rose through the chill air in tight
columns from the chimneys o f a few villages
scattered near the sparse pine forests dotting
the otherwise empty landscape.
The villagers, hardy enough to endure
the northern winters, stayed mostly in the
shelter of their wooden houses, living off o f
cured meat and stored grain. Above the most
isolated o f these villages, closest to a
looming, inhospitable mountain range which
separated the tundra from the southern lands,
a great mass o f black smoke hung in the air
like a warning, pointing towards the south.
Nothing moved across this barren landscape
save a lone figure wrapped in furs and
making its slow but determined way over the
snow, the only sound that o f snowshoes
landing over and over in a steady, muffled
rhythm.
Gone. All gone, Aldric thought to
him self as he trudged through the heavy
snow, feeling the familiar rage boil within
him, threatening to send him into madness.
But Aldric had one task to do before the end,
and it was only this that kept him relentlessly
following the w olf tracks southwards. He

bound his shaggy mane o f dark hair beneath
his ragged fur hat, squared his shoulders, and
walked determinedly into the wind.
It was to have been the day o f a feast
celebrating the approach o f spring and the
birthing o f the lambs, but there would be no
feasting now. There was no one left to feast,
and as far as he could tell, Aldric was now
utterly alone. It had been Aldric’s task to
bring home the stag for the festival o f
Asadmelk, but his triumphant return was met
only by a scene of death and carnage. The
dreadful wolves that had come from the
mountains had slaughtered every single
person in Verrgard, as well as all o f thendogs and livestock.
The first inkling he had that anything
was amiss, before he even saw the w olf
tracks, was when he had shouted a greeting
as he pulled the heavy sled bearing his prize
towards the village, and heard no response.
Ordinarily, the young women would have
come out singing to greet him with garlands
o f ribbons, and the Elders would have
followed to carry the stag into the village.
Then, upon making his solitary way through
the gate (why was it left open?), he nearly
stumbled over something lying in the snow
and was almost breathless with shock when
he realized that it was the lifeless body o f an
elderly man. The body was already stiff, the
eyes wide and staring, the throat ripped out
and the rest o f the corpse so mangled that if
it weren’t for the eyes, Aldric wouldn’t have
recognized old Oran, one of the Elders. All
day he had searched for signs o f life, turning
over some o f the less mangled bodies,
searching for any sign o f a pulse or
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heartbeat, before coining to the unfortunate
conclusion that there were no survivors.
An image o f his mother’s broken body,
partially eaten, flashed into his mind and
Aldric blinked his eyes to rid them of the
gruesome sight. Mother, father, his beloved
younger sister Danna, everyone he had
known for his entire life was now gone. He
had searched in vain, seeking for tracks that
would indicate that some o f them had fled,
but found none. The villagers had
apparently been caught completely by
surprise. Wolves had sometimes prowled
around their stockade and occasionally
ventured near enough to take one of the
lambs, but Aldric didn’t think that these were
ordinary wolves. For one thing, the tracks
were too large. And they did not kill out o f
hunger, for many o f the bodies were
untouched except for their death wounds.
Aldric was young and strong and had
been trained as a hunter; his grandmother
had once been one o f the village Elders. He
had not been prepared for this tragedy, but he
was determined to do what would have been
expected o f him. He had done his best to
drag all the bodies he could find into the
village square, where he lit a fire that he
hoped would serve two purposes—to
consume their ruined flesh and carry them
home and also to alert the next village, some
miles to the northwest Aldric would not be
going in that direction, for the wolves had
not gone that way and these neighbors were
in no immediate danger. The tracks led
south, and so south Aldric went, though he
suspected, even half hoped, that he was
walking towards his own death. I will carry
some o f their souls to hell with me, he
thought grimly. If they have souls.
For days, Aldric followed the tracks
south, watching the mountains loom ever
closer, sustaining himself on dried meat from
Vengard’s winter stores and the occasional
snow hare he dispatched with his bow. He
slept at night in die branches o f trees, or

under the meager shelter o f rocky ledges.
One night he had the unusual experience o f
sleeping in the same tree as a lynx, who lay
sprawled on a higher branch observing him
with mild disinterest. Though he briefly
considered shooting it for its fur and meat,
Aldric knew that he would not have the heart
to kill such a bold and unsuspecting beast.
Madga, the shaman o f Verrgard, had worn an
amulet carved into the likeness o f Kettrin,
the great lynx, keeper o f mystery. Aldric had
taken it from her mutilated body to keep as a
remembrance, but he did not wear it-it was
buried at the bottom o f his pack with other
mementos o f home. Upon seeing the lynx, it
would have been proper to offer a prayer to
Kettrin, yet Aldric’s heart was too heavy—
what was there to pray for when he had lost
everything he loved?
When he woke, the lynx was gone.
Aldric could hear wolves howling in the
distance, yet it seemed they always outpaced
him. At last he began to climb among the
foothills o f the Stafenfell mountain range,
called more commonly by his people “The
Fence,” for it represented the border o f the
world that they knew. It was madness to
enter the Fence in winter, but this is where
the w olf tracks led, and Aldric would follow.
Sometimes he almost forgot what he was
following; his legs moved mechanically, his
head down as he put his feet mindlessly one
in front o f the other in the tracks left by the
enormous paws o f wolves. But then he
would remember and the tears would come
again to freeze in his beard.
“Mother,” he would murmur, “Father,
poor little Danna . . . ”
Soon, his sorrow would turn to rage
again and he would hurl his great spear at
some snowdrift, cursing wildly. It was
during one o f these rages that the snow
started to fall again. Aldric did not fear the
snow; his people had long ago developed
special shoes so that they could walk on top
o f the frozen crust rather than sinking
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beneath i t However, as the snow fell, it
became more and more difficult to follow the
w olf tracks, and he knew that soon they
would disappear completely.
Almost blindly, thrusting the butt end o f
his spear into the snow to help propel him
along, Aldric persevered along the steep,
narrow valley into which he had followed
the wolf tracks. The valley began to turn
eastwards between two rocky folds of the
imposing mountains. Though the tracks
soon filled up with snow, he was still
confident that he was on their trail, for he
found no way to turn to the north or south,
only a valley continuing to the east and
becoming increasingly deep and narrow. He
guessed that it would lead him to a cave
where the beasts dwelled, if indeed they
were merely beasts. Aldric was very familiar
with animal behavior and suspected that
there was something sorely amiss with any
creature that would do such a thing. As he
walked, he tried to mentally prepare himself
for what he saw as his courageous Last
Stand. “For Mother. For Father. ForDanna
. . . ” He began with his family, then went on
to name all o f the inhabitants o f Verrgard.
As he plodded on through the wintry
weather, Aldric’s mind was a tangle of
thoughts and memories. When he was
young, maybe seven, he had been very sick
with a fever. Vana Madga had made him
drink some vile potions and came each
morning to chant and scatter herbs around
his bed. But it was his mother’s care that
Aldric remembered best. She sang to him,
and he could still remember how cool her
hand felt against his damp, burning forehead
as she stroked it softly, brushing his hair
back from his face. He remembered hearing
Danna crying in the next room, because she
wanted to play with him and was too young
to understand why their parents would not
allow her to see him. Fortunately, she had
not caught the fever herself, though several
children in the village were quite sick, and

one girl a year younger than Aldric had died.
Apparently, Aldric had been close to death
himself, but he was not told this until he was
much older.
When the fever had at last broken, Aldric
remembered his grandmother and mother
talking together by his bedside.
“He is special, that one,” Aldric’s
grandmother, Gerdis, whispered. “The raven
almost claimed him, and yet he had the
strength to remain with us. He may grow up
with one foot in the otherworld—a dreamer
of true dreams.”
“I hope not,” Aldric’s mother, Disa, said.
Aldric imagined by her tone o f voice that she
was making the sign to ward off evil. “Vana
Madga will want him for a shaman, and
Eldric will never permit that.”
Though Aldric did not fully understand
what they were talking about, he knew that
he did not want to be a shaman, like old
Madga, with her potions and herbs. As he
grew older, he said the proper blessings
along with everyone else, but felt he needed
no animal spirits to protect and guide him—
he was strong, like his father, and could take
care of himself. But now, he wondered. Was
the destruction of Verrgard some sort o f
punishment, and if so, by whom and for
what? If the spirits did indeed speak to
Madga, would they not have warned her o f
Verrgard’s impending doom, or was she so
old that she was becoming deaf to their
voices? Why was he spared, and was the
fact that he still lived a punishment or a
blessing?
Moving slowly but determinedly
forward, Aldric found himself facing a
massive wall of snow and rubble that
appeared to be only newly fallen from the
mountainside. It completely blocked the
valley, filling it in as neatly as the dam his
people had once built to divert a nearby
stream. He bared his teeth and scowled at
the hulking mound o f dirty snow, rock, and
ice, brandishing his spear as if the obstacle
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were some m onster sent to challenge him,
though he knew that his spear could not help
him conquer this beast. It was no good to try
to climb it, as the recently fallen debris
would be much too unstable. Cursing, he
flung himself forward against it, even began
to dig with his frozen fingers, but in his
heart, Aldric knew that the mountain had
beaten him. He could go no further that day.
He huddled, miserable and cold, against the
wall, as there was no better shelter nearby,
and tried to wait out the storm, hoping that
the morning light would show him a way.
Aldric’s dreams since he began his
journey had been thankfully few. The scene
o f death in his home of Verrgard had been
enough material for a lifetime of nightmares.
But that night he had a curious dream that
left an icy taste o f dread in his mouth. Two
elderly but hale women stood stooped over a
loom, apparently observing a tapestry in
progress, being woven by a third woman as
ancient as the other two. Though he could
not later recall their words, it seemed that
they were arguing, with much pointing
towards a particular part o f the weaving.
The one seated at the loom used a long and
crooked finger to trace a pattern above the
cloth, and another wizened crone held a
measuring stick against it. The third, her
face concealed in a hood except for a
prominent nose, stood ready with large,
gleaming scissors, snapping them in the air
from time to time while she spoke, as if for
punctuation. Her voice seemed deep and
sinister, and he struggled to understand the
words emanating from beneath that great,
hawk-like nose, until finally his ears made
sense out o f two syllables, “He dies.”
Aldric awoke with a gasp, half imagining
that he heard a metallic snapping noise, but it
was only a small tumble o f gravel bouncing
down the still unstable slope.
In the gray light of the long, slow dawn,
Aldric stretched his stiff limbs, cramped and
aching from the cold, and tried to rub some

feeling into his fingers, red and beginning to
swell with chilblains. He was relieved to see
that the snow had stopped, but this still did
not solve his problem about how to go
forward. Going back was not an option;
there was nothing there but a burned village
and terrible memories. Somehow he had to
reach the other side o f the wreckage left by
the avalanche in order to continue his pursuit
o f the wolves. Digging him self out from the
accumulated snow and shaking it from his
furs, Aldric took a long drink from his water
skin, carefully stored in an inside pocket o f
his fur vest so that the water would not
freeze. It would have been tempting to
consider his odd dream to be a bad omen, but
Aldric had given up caring whether or not
luck was on his side. Oh, certainly, he gave
the totem spirits and sacred animals their
proper due, but he did not expect them to
take a personal interest in his troubles.
Several hours later, when the sun was
almost as high as it was going to get that day,
Aldric clung to the frozen slope like a fly to
a wall, nearly halfway up, he guessed. He
had hoped that once he climbed above the
heap o f ice and rubble, he could simply
move horizontally along the mountainside
until he cleared it, but he found him self
continually having to move to the right,
away from his intended destination, to find
hand and footholds. It appeared, he thought
with a sigh, that the only way to go was up.
Once he reached the ridge, if he did, he
would have to walk along it and search for a
place to descend back into the valley.
Aldric’s knotted muscles shook as he
struggled to hang onto his axe, in his right
hand, and his knife, tightly clenched in his
left, driving them over and over again into
the frozen slope as he made his slow and
painful way up the sheer side o f the valley.
His throat was parched, but there was not
even the hint o f a ledge on which to rest long
enough to take a swallow from the water
skin that sloshed tantalizingly from beneath
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his furs. His feet scrambled for a grip, and if
he was lucky, sometimes held onto the barest
hint o f a ledge or bump on the frozen
surface. Other times, he could not seem to
angle his feet to get the bear fangs on his
shoes to dig into the ice-crusted snow and
had to rely solely on the strength o f his arms
to hold the weight of both himself and his
heavy pack. He even considered opening the
pack and sending most o f its contents
hurtling into the valley below, if he only
could spare a hand to do so, which o f course
he could not. He couldn’t even scratch his
nose, which was burning painfully, and he
hoped, not becoming frostbitten.
Finally, he managed to climb onto a
shallow ledge, but not much of one, and give
his cramped hands a rest. His bow and spear
strapped to his pack made him clatter like a
tinker as he tried to get an arm inside his vest
to reach his water skin, but he gave up after
nearly slipping off of the ledge. Aldric was
beginning to think that he was a complete
fool for having tried this sort of ascent, but at
this point going down was probably more
risky than continuing upwards, if he had a
chance o f surviving either.
Well, if I die today, at least I will be in
good company, he told himself, recalling his
family and friends.
But to give up now would be suicide, a
wasted death that would accomplish nothing.
Bracing himself to continue the perilous
ascent, Aldric gripped his axe and knife and
started upwards again. He had a harrowing
moment when his knife did not stick into the
ice, but only pulled a chunk loose to careen
down the mountainside, and he hung by one
arm for what seemed like an eternity until he
could find a better purchase. There was
another, just when he thought he might be
nearing the top. Aldric managed to slip and
slide back down the ice, thinking that surely
he was dead until his feet met a familiar
ledge and he realized with a heavy sigh that
he would have to repeat probably twenty feet

o f his climb. By this time he was almost
delirious with cold and exhaustion, and not
even sure sometimes what was still making
him go forward, except the thought that at
some point his aching arms would get a
chance to rest But at last the angle o f the
mountain became more gentle, and at times
he felt like he was lying prone upon the belly
o f some frost giant rather than attempting to
stand on air. He was crawling like a baby
when his tired eyes saw, for the first time
since he had begun the climb, sky ahead o f
him instead o f snow. He had reached the
ridge!
With a grunt, Aldric removed his pack
and at last retrieved his water skin from
beneath his vest, taking several long
swallows. His right shoulder was throbbing
as if he had nearly tom the arm from the
socket, and his left ankle had twisted slightly
in the one fall he took. He was weak and
exhausted, but amazingly enough, Aldric had
managed to avoid any serious injury. He sat
dazed in the snow for a few minutes before
he realized that he had to pull himself
together and look at his surroundings, decide
whether to try to make camp in this
inhospitable location or move on. It would
not do to have made the dangerous climb in
one piece and then freeze to death because
he was too tired to move.
Once he had raised himself creakily to
his feet and was able to look around him,
Aldric’s gaze was first drawn to the south,
where an eagle seemed to float effortlessly
on a current o f air. Aldric’s people revered
eagles, and so he bowed his head and almost
in spite of himself, murmured a brief prayer
o f thanks to Vommar, the great eagle, though
he was not sure that such a creature really
existed. All his muscles felt like
overstretched bowstrings, but he was filled
with a sudden exhilaration to realize that he
had made it up the treacherous slope and
probably come further than anyone into the
Fence. For the first time in days, though he
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Fence. For the first time in days, though he
was hardly aware of it at the time, Aldric
caught a brief glimpse into a future which
did not involve him dying in these
mountains, either from the cold and
dangerous journey or from the deadly
wolves, should he ever find them.
He had never been this far from home. It
had never occurred to him when he had a

home to return to, that he might want to go
this far away from it. Inexplicably, Aldric
was filled with a wild and savage joy that
welled up suddenly within him as he
surveyed his surroundings. His chapped lips
spread into a lopsided grin as he half
imagined himself to be a giant, who could
bound from mountaintop to mountaintop in a
single leap.

To the southwest, the mountains became less
steep and though he could not see it, he
could imagine a land of lush green hills
beyond them. With some reluctance, Aldric
turned again to the north, but he did not want
to raise his eyes in the direction of home.
Instead he simply peered back into the valley
from which he had just come, noting that it
continued down and east past the avalanche
that had blocked his path. He was amazed at
how high he had climbed, and how the
mound o f icy rubble that had almost beaten

him looked so small and trifling from here—a
squat gray gnome o f a heap, not the towering
giant he had faced from below. Perhaps if he
walked along die ridge eastwards, he could
find a way to descend again . . . With a sigh,
he looked over his shoulder towards the
south, before setting his jaw into the
determined expression into which his
features had nearly frozen for die past days.
He still had a job to do. But he could not
resist another look to the south when he saw
that the eagle was coming closer, soaring
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over the highest peak.
To his utter amazement, the eagle
approached and landed on the ridge not far
from him. He was so close that he could see
the hook of the bird’s black and golden beak
and the outline o f each feather. Marveling at
his good fortune to see such a beautiful
creature up close, Aldric again inclined his
head slightly in reverence. It was possible
that this was one o f Vommar’s descendents,
after all, and might even understand speech.
“Good morning, Lord o f the A ir. . . ”
Aldric began shakily, feeling somewhat
foolish for speaking to a bird, but there were
those in Verrgard who had claimed to have
conversed with eagles, and his grandmother
had always taught him that this was true.
“Good morning yourself. Hriik!”
Aldric looked up in amazement to hear
the somewhat raspy, but otherwise very
human sounding voice. The last sound was a
shrill exclamation, more like the usual cry of
a bird than human speech, but he couldn’t
help but think that the eagle sounded vaguely
annoyed. He forgot his manners entirely as
he faced the majestic bird, his face frozen
into a shocked stare.
“I see you have the manners to greet me
but not the wit to see that I am not a Lord but
a Lady. Vommar of the Northern Skies, your
people call me, though I can just as easily fly
to the southern skies from where I dwell, on
the topmost branches of Vidrost—the World
Tree—a place which none of your kind may
ever reach.”
“Lor—Lady Vommar! I am sorry, I did
not think . . . ”
Aldric reached up to straighten his fluhat, briefly wondering if he should remove it
in the presence o f such a being.
“Obviously you did not think. I do not
know why those o f your people who have
had the good fortune to have met me do not
get the tale straight when they tell it. I am
female. Every century or so, I even lay an
egg.”

“I, um,” Aldric stammered, “most
humbly beg your pardon. . . ”
He searched his memory trying to
remember if anyone had taught him how one
might address such a creature. He had
always heard Vommar referred to as Lord o f
the Air, and it was a bit o f a shock to
discover that his people were wrong about
something like this. He quickly cycled
through and discarded several forms o f
address before adding, “Mother o f Eagles.”
Vommar did not seem to be placated by
this title but regarded him coolly with her
sharp eyes, and did not speak for so long that
Aldric almost wondered if he had gone mad
from the cold and only imagined that the bird
had spoken to him. He tried to meet her
stony gaze, noticing how the sun reflecting
on the snow seemed to surround her in a
nimbus of golden light. She was, he thought,
probably the size o f a large dog—at any rate,
much larger than a usual eagle. Behind her,
to the south, the snow-covered mountains
continued their jagged march to east and
west, and beyond that, he could not see
anything but mist and sky. Looking down at
his feet, he noticed how ragged his fur
leggings had become, and how the thick, wet
snow clung to them in clumps. Finally, he
could not resist a quick glance to the north,
for the sun had finally begun to shine into the
deep valley from which he had come.
Perhaps the sun might show him a way
around the avalanche, or some sign that the
wolves had passed that way.
“You will not find what you seek there,”
Vommar remarked at last. “There is another
path I might suggest.”
“You know what I seek?” Aldric was so
startled that he only remembered at the last
moment to add a perfunctory, “My Lady?” as
he rather clumsily made a slight bow from
the waist
“Those wolves are going back to the
place from which they came. It is a path not
suited to humans except for the one who
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attempted to control them.”
Aldric’s hands clenched into fists. He would
kill whomever was responsible if he had to
do it with his bare hands.
“No one sent them, but, well, I suppose
one might say that they got out of someone’s
control. It is a dangerous thing to tamper
with animals and try to turn them into
something they are not Dreadful sorcery!
Hriik!” Vommar’s dark eyes widened with
her last exclamation.
“I don’t understand, Lady Vommar. . . ”
Aldric had a million questions which all
seemed to want to escape his mouth at once,
but instead, it moved soundlessly while he
tried to imagine what question he could ask
that Vommar might actually answer.
“Why are you telling me this?” Aldric
finally asked, somewhat perplexed that the
Great Eagle o f Vidrost, much revered by his
people in story and song, would come to his
aid, here, now, in this frozen wilderness.
“Well,” Vommar paused for a moment,
turning her head to the side so that she could
regard him with one sharp eye, “first, I must
say that I am very impressed with your
determination in getting out of that valley.
And second, hmm, let’s just say that your
feet are on the edge of straying down a very
interesting path, and perhaps I am curious
about the ‘what ifs.’ I am even willing to
point you in the right direction—you look like
you could use the help.”
Curious? Aldric was not sure he liked
that answer, and wondered just what sort of
‘help’ he was about to receive. It was hard to
read Vommar’s expression, but her beak was
slightly parted, perhaps in a grin.
“But if you can see all that happens in
the world from the top o f Vidrost and you
wished to help me, why did you not help me
sooner? Surely you know how many people
died in my village, yet you did nothing!”
Aldric was surprised at his own anger:
this was no way to talk to Vommar, but his
grief over losing his family was still too raw,

“Did someone send them? Why?”
his desire for vengeance still too strong.
Truth be told, he was closer to tears than he
would have liked to be in front o f the eagle.
His dark brows were drawn together and
down over his pale blue eyes, his lips pressed
into a thin line.
Vommar fluffed her wing feathers idly
with her beak, and then tilted her head
downwards, regarding him with the sort of
cold stare of which only a bird is capable.
“My job, so to speak, is to observe. It is
rare that I leave the summit of the World
Tree. I did see your village, and I am sorry
for the pain its destruction has caused you.
But do not be so arrogant as to think you are
the only one in the world who has suffered.
At almost the same time, a volcano far to the
south of the world erupted, killing
thousands.”
“A volcano?” Aldric asked, his voice
more subdued as he pondered the unfamiliar
word.
“Never mind that. Hriik!” Vommar
replied with what sounded like an
exasperated sigh, or its avian equivalent.
“Do you want my help, or don’t you? While
I am away from the tree, my hawk Folnir is
in charge, witnessing all the events o f the
world in my place, and there is no telling
how much he will get wrong or
misunderstand before I return.”
Vommar shuddered, her wings leaving
her sides for a moment as if she meant to
take flight, shaking her head in derision.
Aldric looked around him. He stood on a
ridgetop of a treacherous mountain covered
with snow that had very nearly claimed his
life. In truth, there probably was little
chance he could find a safe way out without
the aid of the eagle. Raising his eyes to meet
the bird’s inscrutable gaze, he replied at last,
“I thank you, Lady of the Air, for coming to
my aid and will do as you say.”
Aldric felt humiliated. He was lucky
enough to have met Vommar, whose keen
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these mountains on his own. Before
Vommar came, he had felt almost heroic—a
hero about to go to a noble death that could
be recounted in song, if there were any left to
sing it. Now he felt like a child again, as he
trudged resolutely on, following the ridge as
the eagle had directed.

eyes saw everything that happened in the
world. And he had already made a fool of
himself, first addressing her as ‘Lord,’ and
then criticizing her for not doing anything to
save Verrgard. He did not even particularly
want to accept her aid, but under that
accusing gaze, he felt defeated, a puny
human with no chance o f getting through

I, WOLF
by Berrien C. Henderson

I am the runner o f the wood,
Courser of moonlight, soft and true.
Stars sing to me,
And my dance is a swift passing in the night.
Raven and Owl I call friend,
And Roebuck and Doe I call feast.
I am hunter—
The blood o f my prey is praise
To the bountiful lands.
I am pack-son and lone one,
Who is both known to many
And a ghost at times to his own.
The night is mine—
Where shadow and dark
Are my brethren,
Starlight my sister,
Moon my mistress.

Gray as the earth is my pelt.
Golden as the sun are my eyes, amberfire.
White, cold as moonlight and starshine are
my fangs.
Haunted from the depths o f Time,
My howl rings across the hills.
Man has been my brother and my hunter,
But I am not his to tame.
I am Nature’s child.
I am the joy o f the wild set free,
Free as the winds I race.
For I am the runner o f the wood,
Courser of moonlight, soft and true.
Stars sing to me,
And my dance is a swift passing in the night.
I, W olf
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Mist by Moonlight
by Dag Rossman
Readers o f “The White Path” {The Mythic Circle, 2004) will be pleased to learn that young
Redbird Thorsson not only survived but, under the tutelage o f his Cherokee uncle, Ridge Walker,
eventually regained knowledge and command of his medicine powers. Now in his thirties,
Redbird is a professor of anthropology. . . and a practicing shaman. On his first visit to Norway,
the birthplace of his paternal grandparents, he encounters a menacing figure from Norse
mythology—the Midgard Serpent-and undergoes a terrifying ordeal to acquire mastery o f the
runes, the magical symbols of the Viking Age. He also gains a companion, Marit Solbu, a
psychically sensitive young woman who, with Redbird, has a passion for myths and legends, and
an awareness of how they can impinge on our mundane world.
The present tale is set in the Gudbrandsdal district of central Norway, a mostly rural region
that values its traditions-both in architecture and in stories. The large and beautiful Lake Gjende
forms a gateway between Gudbrandsdal and the fabled Jotunheim Mountains. It was near the
outlet of that lake that an historical figure, Jo Kleppe (1794-1884), built his hunting cabin and in
time became known as the legendary mountain man Jo Gjende, whose exploits helped inspire the
character o f Henrik Ibsen’s Peer Gynt. In 2004, the author visited several o f the places where Jo
Gjende lived-as well as his grave—and was privileged to handle two of his flintlock rifles. On the
following day, Munch’s masterpiece, “The Scream,” was stolen from a museum in Oslo, and the
seed for “Mist by Moonlight” was planted.

The light o f a nearly frill moon bathed the
grounds o f the Jutulheimen folk museum,
which lay beside the mountain road rising to
the west out of Vaga. The moonlight caused
the restored farm buildings to cast long
shadows onto the grassy courtyard that the
buildings surrounded. That light also revealed
the presence of a prowler, who moved
stealthily from one window o f the largest
building to the next, testing each in turn to see
if one might have been left unlocked.
Thwarted in this effort, the intruder muttered
an obscenity, picked up a handy rock, and
smashed in a window pane so he could
maneuver the locking mechanism and slide
open the window. He was not particularly
concerned about being interrupted, for this
was rural Norway where honesty was highly
regarded and security was, accordingly, low.
Crawling in over the sill, the intruder
paused for a moment to orient himself to the

layout of the room. The moon lit the room
sufficiently for him to move about without
stumbling over any obstructions, which was
just as well, for he was not a man to tolerate
anything—or anyone—getting in his way.
Shortly he stopped beside a glass display case
which, after determining that it was locked, he
proceeded to kick in. The sound and feel o f
the glass breaking filled him with a
momentary sense of competence and power.
Stooping, he removed the object o f his
nocturnal raid, an ancient flintlock rifle that
had once belonged to Jo Gjende, the legendary
mountain man and reindeer hunter who had
roamed these parts during the 1800s. His life
was the subject of Jutulheimen’s main exhibit,
and his flintlock was the folk museum’s prize
possession.
Almost as an afterthought, the thief
scooped up a powder hom and bullet pouch
from the display case, then tucking the rifle
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under his arm, he muttered: “This will show
her I mean business.” Retracing his steps
across the room, he slipped through the
window he had opened, and stole off into the
night.
Down the hill in VSgS, all appeared to be
quiet The streets were deserted, and everyone
was home in bed. Everything seemed
peaceful, too, in the graveyard surrounding the
ancient wooden stave church that lay at the
town’s geographical and spiritual center. Yet,
had anyone been about to see, they might—or
might not—have noticed what appeared to be a
dense mist gathering about one of the more
ornate headstones, a very old one adorned
with reindeer carvings.
And emerging from that mist, the observer
might—or might not—have seen the figure o f a
broad-shouldered man dressed in oldfashioned leather pants and jacket, and
wearing a red wool cap. The figure peered
about, then squared his shoulders and strode
off to the west, passing—or so it seemed—not
through the gate in the stone wall enclosing
the church grounds, but right through the wall
itself. A trick o f moonlight, perhaps?
“So, Professor Thorsson, you’re really going
to take our girl back to America, are you?”
queried the tall, middle-aged farmer, as he and
his visitor sat in the parlor sipping coffee.
“Well, her mother and I hate to think o f Marit
going so far away—at least when she’s been in
Oslo she could come to visit sometimes—but I
have to admit that the job does sound like a
wonderful opportunity. We never expected
her to be an airport security officer for the rest
o f her life.”
Redbird Thorsson placed his cup in the
saucer on the low table that sat between him
and his host. “Well, Mr. Solbu, Marit has been
a very good security officer—as I have good
reason to know—but with her artistic talents
and her interest in myth and folklore, I think
my college’s new Museum o f Comparative

Mythology is very lucky she agreed to become
its exhibits designer. I know that having her
help will make my job as the museum’s
curator much, much easier. . . as well as more
enjoyable. Your daughter is a very special
person.”
“Ja-a-a,” drawled Marit’s father,
“Ragnhild and I have always thought so, too.”
He paused, then looking Redbird straight in
the eyes, asked: “Tell me, Professor—if you
don’t mind a father asking—is your
relationship with Marit strictly professional?”
“To tell the truth,” Redbird responded, “we
are still trying to sort that out ourselves. I can
say that, for my part, having found Marit and
gotten to know her as well as I have, I would
miss her dreadfully if I had to go back to the
States without her.”
“So that’s the way the wind blows?” Hans
Solbu chuckled. “When Marit phoned from
Oslo to tell us her news, Ragnhild and I rather
thought her excitement was at least as much
about you as it was about the job offer. Well,
we wish the best for both o f you, however
your relationship works out in the long run.
Just be good to her, though, won’t you? She
went through a really bad marriage, and w e’d
hate to see her hurt again.”
“You can count on that, sir. You don’t
know how much I appreciate your good will
a n d -----” Whatever else Redbird had been
about to say was interrupted by the abrupt
appearance of Hans Solbu’s lovely blond
daughter, who blurted out:
“Papa, Redbird, I just had the strangest
phone call! It was from my ex-husband, Jon.
He said that he broke into the Jutulheimen
museum last night and stole Jo Gjende’s
favorite hunting rifle. He knows how I feel
about our ancestor, and that I’d do almost
anything to protect his memory. Jon wants to
see me alone . . . and he said he’ll destroy Jo’s
rifle if I don’t show up.”
“Don’t you dare,” snapped her father.
“That man is just plain crazy. I’ll call the
police and have them arrest him for theft.”
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“You can’t do that, Papa. Jon said he’ll
destroy the gun if anyone else but me comes
anywhere near him. I have to go . . . I really
don’t have any choice. But don’t worry,
Papa,” she added, “I know how to defend
myself if Jon tries to hurt me.”
Redbird rose to his feet and grasped
Marit’s hand. “I don’t entirely understand
what this is all about, but I can see why you
feel you have to meet your ex-husband. Still, I
would feel a lot better about all this if you’d
let me tag along—as a sort of backup—when
you go to meet him. I may not have your
skills in unarmed combat, but I know some
things that might prove useful if the need
arises.”
“I’d love to have you with me, Redbird,
but Jon was very insistent that I come alone. I
just can’t take the chance that he might
destroy the rifle.”
“He doesn’t need to know I’m there,
Marit. You know what I mean.” Redbird was
deliberately vague about his shamanic abilities
because he was not yet ready to reveal them to
Marit’s parents.
Hans Solbu snorted: “I don’t know what
you’re getting at, Professor, but I’m telling
you, Marit, that you are not going anywhere
near Jon all by yourself. I remember too well
how wild he got when you left him, and I
wouldn’t put anything past him now.”
Marit sighed and ran the fingers of one
hand through her hair. “All right,” she said,
“if you both feel so strongly about it, I’ll agree
to having Redbird come with me. But staying
out o f sight isn’t going to be easy, my friend.
The meeting place that Jon insisted on is the
Bessegen ridge above Lake Gjende, tonight at
eleven o’clock. The moon will be nearly full,
so if Jon has field glasses with him, he could
easily see the parking lot at Gjendesheim and
the hiking trail that climbs up to the ridge.”
“Don’t worry, Marit. I haven’t lost the
stalking skills I learned as a boy from my
Cherokee uncle. When you meet Jon, I won’t
be far away . . . and he’ll be none the wiser.”

Just before the road to Gjendesheim ends in a
parking lot at the lake’s edge, it passes a large
building that serves as a cafeteria. Marit’s car
slowed as the building obscured the view of
the Bessegen ridge that loomed above it, and
Redbird quickly slid out o f the passenger’s
side and concealed himself in the shadows
cast by the building. Marit parked the car in
the well-illuminated lot where Jon—if he was
watching—could assure himself that she had
come alone.
“Well, I guess I’d better get this over
with,” Marit said under her breath, then
walked slowly across to the foot o f the dirt
trail that extends up a narrow spur o f the
mountain for nearly eight hundred feet before
leveling off—more or less—to follow the
Bessegen ridge on west into the heart o f the
Jdtunheim Mountains. Some Norwegians still
say that these mountains “are where the big
trolls live,” so it is an eerie place to be, under
the best of circumstances. The prospect of
meeting her unstable ex-husband there in the
middle of the night created an atmosphere that
Marit found oppressive.
As Marit ascended the trail she could not
see or hear Redbird, but she was reassured to
know that he was paralleling her path,
working up the slope just far enough off-trail
to be shielded from Jon’s field glasses.
When Marit reached the ridge line, she
paused to catch her breath, for the climb had
been both long and steep. The need to calm
her nerves before encountering Jon also made
a short break imperative. The centering
techniques that Marit employed were so
successful in restoring her equanimity that
soon she not only was able to resume her trek
westward along Bessegen ridge, but she could
even appreciate the play o f moonlight on the
waters o f Lake Gjende far below her.
Before long, the path began to descend
gradually toward the point where it passes
beside the hanging lake, Bessvatnet, which sits
just behind the crest of the Bessegen ridge.
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This small lake is the source o f a little stream
that tumbles down from Bessvatnet’s eastern
end to enter the Sjoa, the river that drains Lake
Gjende. Where the trail skirts the blind end o f
Bessvatnet, only a few meters of bare, rocky
soil separate the trail from the steep drop-off
into Lake Gjende. And it was there, where
any off-trail movement would be highly
precarious, that Marit saw her ex-husband
waiting for her. She stopped about ten feet
away from him, and the two o f them stood and
stared at each other for some time as the
tension mounted.
Marit broke the silence: “Well, Jon, I
came here as I said I would. So, please say
what you feel you have to say to me, then let
me take Jo Gjjende’s rifle back where it
belongs. I’m sure I can see that any charges
will be dropped once the gun is safely
returned.”
“Quite the little police lady, aren’t you?”
the man sneered. “But you aren’t going to get
this gun back until after you move in with me
again.”
“Oh, Jon, that is really out of the
question,” Marit declared. “After the way you
mistreated me when we were married . . . . ”
“It was only one slap,” Jon protested.
“That was one slap too many,” said Marit,
“coming on the heels of your drunken rages
and all the verbal abuse you heaped on me.
No, Jon, I’m not coming back to you—now or
ever.”
“It’s another man, isn’t it?” Jon snarled.
“That bloody American I’ve seen you with,
I’ll bet. Well, let me tell you something, girl.
Nobody gets in my way, and nobody takes
something that belongs to me.”
“I don’t belong to you, Jon,” Marit said
quietly, but the man was beyond being
reasoned with.
“Well, if I can’t have you, then nobody
will.” Jon raised the flintlock to his shoulder
and aimed it at Marit’s heart. “Say your
prayers, you heartless bitch! It’ll serve you
right to be killed by your own ancestor’s gun.

What the h e l l . . . ? ”
As the rifle barrel wavered and slowly
swung away from her, Marit turned her head
toward Bessvatnet to see what was distracting
Jon. Out o f a small patch o f mist drifting
across the surface o f the lake, the figure o f a
man in old-fashioned clothing had appeared
and was moving rapidly toward the shore,
calling out as it came in sepulchral tones: “Jeg
vil ha min gevaer! I want m y gun!”
As the apparition drew ever closer, Jon
backed away, muttering: “It can’t be, it just
can’t be. These things don’t exist. It’s got to
be a trick of some kind.”
Jon’s retreating steps brought him to the
edge o f the drop-off, and still the figure
stalked him. In desperation, as his spectral
pursuer reached out a grasping hand, Jon fired
the old flintlock at point-blank range. The
rifle’s recoil pushed Jon backward only a step
but, unfortunately for him, he didn’t have a
step to spare. He and Jo Gjende’s rifle fell
over the edge and tumbled down the
mountainside.
After what seemed an eternity, Jon’s
battered corpse finally came to rest near the
base o f the talus slope at the edge o f Lake
Gjende.
Redbird rushed down the trail to where
Marit knelt in shock, and put his arms around
the shaking girl.
“It’s all right, Marit, it’s all righ t Jon’s
gone. There’s no danger now.”
“Oh, Redbird,” she sobbed, “what a
horrible way to die! But he really did mean to
kill me, so the image o f Jo Gjende you
conjured up saved my life.” Then, leaning
back, she looked at Redbird quizzically. “But
how did you know what Jo looked like? I’ve
seen his portrait so many times at the museum,
I’d recognize him anywhere. But you haven’t
seen a picture o f him, have you?”
Redbird shook his head. “No, I haven’t . .
. and that apparition was none o f my doing,
Marit. It took me longer to get here than I was
counting on, and I didn’t arrive until Jon was
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aiming the rifle at you.” He shuddered at that
memory. “I was so scared for your safety, at
first I wasn’t sure what to do. Then, just as I
was starting to cast a runic protection spell, Jo
Gjende’s wraith appeared.” Redbird paused
and looked around. “Say, where did he go?”
Marit looked thoughtful. “I don’t know
for sure, but if that really was my ancestor’s
ghost, my guess is that once he stopped Jon
from getting away with his rifle, Jo went back
where he came from.”
“We may never know,” Redbird replied,
“but if you are up to walking now, I think
w e’d better head back down the mountain and
find a phone. Your folks must be worried sick
about your safety.”
The couple rose to their feet, exchanged
heartfelt hugs, and began to retrace their steps
along the narrow path atop the Bessegen ridge.

Ahead lay a new day and a future together
they could, as yet, envision only dimly.
The police came to collect Jon’s body the next
morning, and to scour the slope for Jo
Gjende’s rifle. When their best efforts failed
to find any trace o f the gun, Inspector 0yen,
the officer in charge o f the investigation,
concluded that it probably had slid all the way
to the bottom o f the slope and now resided in
the depths of Lake Gjende. Thus there was
much muttering and head-scratching in official
circles the following day when the custodian
of the graveyard at the Vaga stave church
came upon a battered old flintlock rifle lying
at the foot of Jo Gjende’s headstone. But
when the word got around, as it quickly does
in a small town like Vaga, Marit and Redbird
just looked at each other and smiled.

Battle March
by David Landrum

Dark forces—hags and werewolves, creatures marred
Misshapen from the evil in their souls,
March in uneven ranks, a grisly guard
To aid the White Witch in her evil goals.
Centaurs and dryads, talking beasts in form
O f quiet nobility, stand rank on rank,
A righteous host against an evil swarm,
Clear stream against a fen, fetid and dank.
The White Witch leads them forward. Her witch’s wand
Turns flesh to stone, but deeper Magic treads
Not far away, from Aslan, who has donned
New powers and has come back from the dead.
A leap, claws bared: he whom the witch had shamed
Taught her at last how he could not be tamed.
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The World War I Poems o f Nathaniel W hile
Many were the soldier-poets o f World War I on the British and, for that matter, German side.
Here collected are the verses o f one poet whose contribution to the literature o f that conflict was
almost lost, and only discovered by the last, unmarried descendent o f his sister. Nathaniel W hilecalled Nat by his friends—may have thought his poems too few for a book in the days when many
collections o f war poems appeared. At least his sister preserved his verses, and they can now
appear.
While was bom in Glasgow in 1898. His education was partly in public schools (rather
unsuccessfully) and partly by a private tutor. Before the War he was accepted by a college at
Cambridge, but entered officers’ training instead. His wounds, from a British shell that fell short,
severely limited his health and he died a few years after the war.
Some may think the use o f tway in the sestina “Love” is a Scots usage; but, while the
words are related, the -y indicates that this is not twa. Tway is an obsolete variant o f twain.
While’s poems fit into the traditions o f World War I poetry in some ways—descriptions o f
sunsets and details of the Front are common. Prayers are less common in the literature, although
no doubt a number of soldiers prayed. “Bombardment,” about the psychological effects o f
continuous shelling, contains material that more often appears in prose. Given that the War was
against the Germans, the emphasis on Norse mythology is unusual, although Nordic materials had
been used by several Victorian poets, such as Arnold in “Balder Dead.” Perhaps the settlement o f
northern England by the Danes influenced While. Unlike several English poets who were
predominantly negative, While’s Scots attitude, though largely melancholy, is changeable. In the
two “Jotunheim” poems, he argues with himself.
Perhaps for readers o f World War I poetry, the fresh mythic lens will be the main point o f
appreciation. The Editor has appended notes for references to the gods and myths.
Joe R. Christopher

ON REACHING THE FRONT LINES
I heard a bullet whine—not close to me—
And knew what Sagas tell, that this is War.
As Odin Gungnir threw to mother’s dree,
Or Uller drew his bow for agony,
Just so a soldier bleeds, besplattered gore.
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A PRAYER TO TYR
Upon this Tuesday, to you, Tyr, I pray,
requesting courage, the quality o f war;
if death should come, may I calmly meet i t if death should broach, may bravely I face it—
if death should approach, may proudly I battle it.
And this I pledge on the point of the blades—
the sword that you wield, all-winning when drawn;
the bayonets of rifles borne by my m en I pledge to this fight my faith in my side,
in civilization, in sanity with zeal,
against barbarism, whose bounty is ghastly,
whose hero worship is well-worn tyranny,
whose kingly rule is ruddy and cruel.
On Ragnarfjc day die will the gods;
better with Woden to wend into Hel,
than fight for the giants, forces o f chaos.
The gods in Asgard are handsome and laughing;
their houses are bright with bronze and with courtesy;
but giants, most often, in ice-holes dwell,
or stony caves cut in the mountains—
what else is the realm o f Jotunheim?
On power reliant, on puissance dependent,
would they were bound in bindings o f Landing;
in chains of Droma, chosen with care;
in holdings of Gleipnir, the hardiest ever.
Woe to our time that warfare has come,
woe to our age that agony thickens,
woe to this lifetime that allegiance is called for.
May I be brave, breaking never,
facing these foes, fierce in reaction,
cool in command and calm in my dealings.
O Tyr, now aid me, no ailing in thought;
control my fancy to focus on warfare;
strengthen resolve with zeal in this killing.
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HEL’S FIELD
Between two trenches, a barren, muddy field;
No grass remains; the swollen bodies stink,
Lying in twisted positions, faces congealed;
Barbed wires restrain; at night, the brown rats slink.
After attacks are ordered, the wounded cry,
Begging for rescue; machines guns answer them;
Some fall and drown in mud; all putrefy.
Month after month, this is our stratagem.
So Hel, upon her three-legged horse, draws near,
Admiring our work; much like to Nastrond finds;
In life, within the stench we persevere—
In death, another muddy field confines.
EVENING AT THE FRONT
Last eve, a glorious sunset, crimson and gold,
Its beauty spread above this barren land,
There to the left, where stumps of birches stand,
And thus, for quiet minutes, I saw it scrolled;
Then shells began again. So bright, so bold
The colours stretched across that sky I scanned
That one should almost think the beauty planned—
But that the barren earth no echo told.
So Frigga on her jeweled wheel en masse
Spins gold and scarlet threads to light the plain—
In Fensalir, till dark her work’s not done yet.
But she’s above this world: here mustard gas
Eats lungs, and soldiers die in burning pain;
Unburied corpses rot beneath the sunset
FAR FROM JOTUNHEIM
The Ice Giants, nor just nor moral,
are very clever. The canisters they toss
explode with gasses, gathering in hollows.
The shells they fling, shrapnel filled,
land in our trenches, loud in their shredding.
Disguised as humans, the Ice Giants
in opposed trenches, our trials have answered,
grown their shrill laughter, machine-gunning.
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A REPLY TO “FAR FROM JOTUNHEEMT

THE QUEEN OF DEATH CHOOSES

No, although brothers brothers fight,
Not Hodur versus Balder might
Capture this war, not black and white.

Since Hel decides just who will die today—
And who on some tomorrow-why hope to stay?
Why hope failed marriage, unrewarding job,
Radio music to give one’s heart its throb?
Instead, face now machineguns’ clattering;
Face now the gas, the shell, and what they bring;
Instead, hope now to die as soldiers d iePerhaps the Valkyrs will descend from high.

No gods’ and giants’ morality,
No order versus chaos free,
No thought and instinct mimicry.
For I am wolf, by Fenris sired,
As well as he in trenches mired
Across the barren stretch, barbed-wired.
For I with hand grenade or gun
Will seek to kill the Saxon son,
As he will me, till both are done
On Vi grid plain we two are met,
A human RagnarOc is set:
Our Twilight turns to Midnight jet.
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LOVE
Mistress, this world is ruled by Odin,
The weapons’ thunder comes from Thor,
Left-handed rules are taught by Tyr,
For lovers’ bodies one sees corpses,
For sweet perfume one smells the gas,
For passion here explode the bombs.
The airplanes circle, drop their bombs,
As orders them all-knowing Odin;
The shells and canisters of gas
Are hammered home by will of Thor;
In no man’s land the stacks of corpses,
The product o f the plans of Tyr.
What knows o f love sword-wielding Tyr,
Who laughs to see explosive bombs?
Has Frigga aught to do with corpses
As viewed by eagle-helmeted Odin?
The arms o f Sif forgetting, Thor
Will cast no hammer, but cans of gas.
A soldier’s lungs, charbumed by gas,
Approved in principle by Tyr;

The one who tosses Midlnir, Thor,
Like lightening strikes, or air-dropped bombs;
Informed by ravens tway, high Odin,
Knows all the tally o f the corpses.
Once someones loved these high-stacked corpses,
These soldiers dead from burning gas;
But not the strong, heroic Odin,
Nor yet Ivaldic-sworded Tyr;
Somebodies loved these killed-by-bombs,
But not the merciless, red-haired Thor.
Heroic soldier die for Thor,
Against machineguns turn to corpses,
In trenches wait the fall o f bombs,
The lung-corroding cans o f gas,
As soldiers sacrificed to Tyr,
As sworn on Gungnir held by Odin.
Whom loves high Odin? shell-struck corpses?
Does angry Thor love mustard gas?
And baresark Tyr, love guns and bombs?
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BOMBARDMENT
Hour aft hour, the shells keep dropping,
Thudding down beside the trenches,
Bodies buried, next unburied,
No Man’s Land dug up once further;
Blasting, blasting, shrapnel flying,
Preparation for advancing,
For attacking, for new battle,
While one huddles down most fearful,
Waiting for a shell on target,
Waiting through the hours near endless,
Waiting through the nighttime, daytime,
Zigzagged trenches hold the shrapnel;
But the shells are timed, exploding
Often just above the trenches;
High explosive shells come flying,
Shells with gasses also falling—
How one listens for the difference!—
Second after second, falling.
If the needle makes the threading,
Comrads die, one’s mates die bleeding,
Castings cut and shrapnel punctures;
Dugout reinforced collapses,
Soldiers smothered in the roofing;
If one’s hit directly, nothing—
Smallest fragments scattered widely;
From the wounded, bones o f comrades
Are removed by doctors later,
Bits o f flesh and bone together.
Hour aft hour, the shells keep dropping,
While one huddles down most fearful;
Here a mouse, most dazed, most fearful,
Shivers in the trench beside one,
While the thunder o f the shellfall
Drowns one’s thoughts with nerves, with waiting,

Waiting for loud death’s directness.
Dud will never break the waiting—
Just a pause before commencing
Once again with loud explosions:
Nerves will strain with every waiting,
Nerves will strain with each explosion.
Like when Loki’s chained in cavern,
Left to stay till Ragnaroc comes,
Naked, chained, and bound forever,
And when Skadi, wife o f Uller,
Dressed in white-fur clothing warmly,
Dressed in silver armor, shining,
Hung a serpent his head over,
Dripping venom on his forehead;
And when Sigyn, wife most faithful,
Caught the poison drop-by-dropping,
Holding there her cup quite steady,
Till it filled and must be emptied—
As she turned to pour the cupful,
Acid fell upon his forehead;
Then he screamed and writhed in misery,
Then he knew the poison falling,
Then he felt the venom striking.
So one hunches in a trenchling,
Hearing drops of poison falling,
Waiting for the strike o f venom;
As he waited for the venom,
As he heard the droplets falling,
So one hears the bombs exploding,
So one waits the hit most deadly.
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A PRAYER TO BALDER
Great Balder, your handsomeness, your beauty ever,
from all mid-earth early is lost
your golden hair, glimmering brow,
as though the sun shone dirough your skin:
Idavold held you, earth received you.
Nanna, your wife, no winter in her love,
in Breidablik, the broad-set palace
once dwelt with you, Balder, not dwining but faithful,
loyal in her love, long-lasting in summer.
But death-loving Loki the lore discovered,
what weapon could harm you, could wield you hurt;
and Thok, die giantess, but jeered at your death,
no grief she felt, no grave moodthought
So Nanna has chosen, chaste in her marriage,
to stay at your side in the spectral kingdom,
in the halls o f Hel, home o f the ghostly.
Great Balder, I praise you, though profit me nothing,
though lost to this world all love and beauty,
her love, your beauty; though baseness and warfare
have weathered with weaponry, with waiting for death:
no love is left us, mere lust in the brothels;
no beauty is left us, the landscape barren
with stumps o f trees, treacherous mudflats,
leveled villages, vile trenches
with a foot o f water, and weariness, weariness.
Aft Ragnaroc, you’ll rise again,
the world renewed, the waneness refreshed,
and Asgard also, as augury tells.
But never these soldiers shall assemble later,
never shall beauty bless our sights,
never shall love enlarge our spirits,
never shall Balder nor Nanna comfort,
for we who will die delight have lost.

NOTES
Asgard: home o f the gods, above the earth.
Balder, god of springtime/light/beauty, son o f Odin and Frigga
Breidablik: Balder’s palace in Asgard
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Drama: chain unsuccessfully used to bind Fenris
Fenris: a huge wolf, child of Loki, who killed Odin on the day o f Ragnardc
Fensalir. Frigga’s palace in Asgard
Frigga: queen of the gods, wife o f Odin, goddess o f clouds
Gleipnir. a slender rope, made by dwarfs, which bound Fenris
Gungnir: Odin’s unfailing spear, upon whose point sacred oaths were sworn
Hel: (1) goddess of death, ruler over the nine worlds o f the dead, daughter o f Loki and a giantess; (2)
one name for the realm o f die dead
Hodur: blind god o f darkness, twin o f Balder
Ice Giants: the Jotuns or Thurses, the first creatures alive, knowledgeable about the past, adversaries of
the gods
Idavold: plain in Asgard
Sotunheim: realm o f the Ice Giants, usually identified with the North Polar region
Lceding. chain unsuccessfully used to bind Fenris
Loki: trickster god, god o f fire, eventually the god o f evil, sometimes said to be the brother o f Odin
Miolnir: Thor’s hammer, usually depicted as red-hot and returning to his hand after being thrown
Narnia: wife o f Balder; her name means “blossom”
Nastrend: area in Hel, perhaps marshy, at least with streams of venom
Odin (and variant Woden) : king o f the gods, worshipped by men mainly as the god o f battle and victory
Ragnardc: “the twilight o f the gods,” in which the gods meet the giants and other monsters in battle and
both sides are destroyed; later accounts allow for survival of (mainly) the children o f the gods, and
Balder (released from Hel)
Sagas : Icelandic prose narratives o f historical and semi-historical adventures
Skadi: a giantess, in various accounts married to various gods (including Uller)
Sif: a golden-haired goddess, wife o f Thor
Sigyn: Loki’s third wife, presumably a goddess
That, a giantess dwelling in a cave near the road to Asgard, who refuses to mourn the death o f Balder
Thor: red-headed god o f thunder who wields a hammer o f lightning, often in conflict wife giants,
patron god o f peasants
Tyr: one-handed god o f war and martial honor, his sword being invincible
Uller: god o f winter, o f hunting and archery, o f shields, and o f death
Valkyrs: maidens sent by Odin to bring fee spirits o f selected warriors, who died in battle, to Valhalla:
Odin’s palace in Asgard
Vigrid: fee plain upon which fee last battle, o f Ragnardc, was to be fought
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HOME
by Berrien C. Henderson
After a decade o f soldiering,
Capstoned—some would say—
By a rather clever bit o f carpentry,
You'd think it a cinch
To get ahead in the workL

Between Troy and Ithaca,
Those ten years o f holding my ego
Up to Poseidon’s to see whose was bigger,
Amounted to more than a good tan
And bragging rights—

I was under the impression
That helping end a war meant
Writing my own tick et

Home means much when it’s far away
In the middle o f the night,
In the quiet between breaths and heartbeats
When you’re the most alone,
And Athena’s thinking o f someone else.

Not exactly.
Sometimes things much bigger
Than yourself interfere.
Life gets in the way o f life.
That, and the odd layover
On die way home—
Drugs, monsters, minxes, dead prophets.

All you want is to wake up
With your wife beside you,
To teach your boy about hunting wild boar,
The trick to stringing a bow,
And to let someone else worry about stolen wives.

The whole gamut.
So I’d like to think that the asides

E ditorial, continued from page 2

mythopoeic authors such as Wolfram von Eshenbach in Parzival and Edgar Allen Poe in “Ms Found
in a Bottle.” Among the Inklings, C. S. Lewis used it, most famously in his last book, 71/ We Have
Faces. Now in Joe Christopher’s case, it is not only the device that reminds us o f C. S. Lewis, it’s
also die—
But never mind. Joe will probably tell us more in the next issue.
We are happy to have J. A. Howe again, this time with an improbable heroine who does not
yet understand the source o f her talents. S. Daman and Dag Rossman tell o f mysterious hauntings.
Lala Heine-Koehn, Berrien Henderson, David Landrum, Dwayne Pagnotto, and David Sparenberg
also bring us their variegated and exquisite poetry.
We hope that you enjoy the issue, and w e invite your comments, most o f all constructive criticism
designed to help these writers improve their craft and advance their careers. We are happy to have
two responses to the request, in our last issue, for letters o f comment. S. Dorman’s letter arrived in
the mail, and we found Nescio Quid’s somewhere—I’m not quite sure where. You, however, will
find excerpts from both on page 59.
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A Tale o f the Stars
(As recorded by Johannes Martin in the Book o f Lost Lore)
by
Bill Krapfel
Look into the northern sky toward that faint and distant star which alo n e-o f all starsremains unmoved by the great, seven-starred Sickle’s ceaseless sweeps. Though in latter times it
has oft been called the great Star o f the North, or Polaris, it was not always so. For in the
beginning it was known by its true name—which is, the Tree of Life.
It was the most glorious o f all the stars, even as it would be today, were it not so far
removed. Its full splendor shone within the darkness with unmatched brilliance in those days
before the great retreat o f the stars: when it drew away into the deeper halls o f heaven, along with
all those o f the heavenly host who preferred permanence over change.
Yet even now, across that immeasurable distance, it remains distinctly visible, placed as it
is, in those clear, deep realms—riding high above the furthestmost reaches o f the frozen north,
where the Sickle’s sway is greatest.
The stars themselves are carried along by the sweeps of the Great Sickle as it reaps—
gathering in harvest each night all who fall beneath its shimmering blade and laying them up
within the Granary, that great constellation; also known as Death; or Sheol, which lies beyond the
western horizon, but which no living man has ever seen.
Now lest any should (by unlikely chance) escape the sweeping Sickle’s blade and make
their way further toward the Tree o f Life, there still remains the Flaming Sword of the Cherubim
himself. His gently curved blade faces outward as it turns upon its hilt, in which is embedded the
very jewel it guards—the Tree o f Life itself.
Yet each year, spring gives way to summer, and life again spreads forth with greatest
promise upon the northern lands—till all creation seems to yearn together in hope for the
permanence promised by that Tree. It is during that selfsame season (when northern m en o f old
most loved to gather and gaze in wonder upon the heavens and read its starry script) that there
arises across the entire eastern sky each night—pale at first, but gathering in glory as it approaches
its zenith—such a great confluence o f glistening light, that in the beginning men called it simply,
the Way.
Ever has it seemed a sign o f hope and promise to them that gaze upon it. For quite apart
from its milky, liquid splendor—so altogether different from those other hard and piercing lights—
it also seemed somehow to engirdle the sable sky with purpose, connecting the ever-constant Tree
o f Life, with those mysterious lights o f the south, which resided beneath the horizon according to
legend and the tales o f those who traveled far.
Especially, they would describe that other constant cluster which could be seen gleaming
like a cross near the Way’s far end. They spoke of it variously as the Four Nails; or the Cross of
the South—which name distinguished it from the great, five-starred Cross o f the North that sailed
like a swan along the Way; as if winging southward on a mission o f greatest import.
But the bejeweled Serpent; otherwise known as Scorpion; or the Bent One; Deceptor; and
Deceiver, rises up-intent on interception—lying in wait just above the southern horizon: his claws
outstretched and his hooked tail draped back across the Way like a barricade.
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He appears, even now, as he did in the former times before his fall: a sight o f breathtaking
splendor. Many a soul, having once gazed upon his richly jeweled back, and the graceful arch o f
his body, and his mighty, sting-embedded tail, find themselves ever drawn to him alone, and no
other.
It is for this reason that the great red star which forms his flaming eye was named Rival o f
God; and also later, Antichrist; for it was the Serpent which sought to bring change to the divinely
established order, thus disturbing the permanence o f all things. Although it had been decreed that
he him self should be among the greatest o f them all—so much so that he was called at times,
Lucifer; or Day Star, because o f the brilliance with which he shone; yet he desired more: coveting
to stand in the place o f the Tree o f Life itself—a place he deemed higher in honor, and him self
more deserving to occupy.
But when at last, through flattery and cunning persuasion, he had gathered others to jo in in
league with him (some say fully a third the heavenly host became confederate in his design),
together they assailed from every side that great pinnacle o f the north on which he longed to
stand.
Two things, however, they failed to reckon. For first, the halls o f heaven go ever on; and it
was then that the great Retreat o f the Stars was sounded forth upon his hom by Michael—
Archangel himself!
Although each o f those who remained loyal kept perfect step and cadence, so that as they
withdrew, each could still hold his appointed position in relation to all the others—yet were they
now infinitely further removed (or so it seemed): having retreated until their light appeared only
like a dense, milky haze, harmlessly encircling the rebel stars, who gloated in their rout.
The path o f retreat they called by many names: Road o f Saint Michael; Street o f Sorrows;
Via Dolorosa; and many others as w e l l . . . some o f which later proved prophetic. But among men
it was first called only, the Way, and its significance was little-known.
Secondly, and o f greater confound, the rebellious league found the pinnacle itself
unassailable. Ever and again their charges against it proved futile as they slid back in frustrate
disarray along its icy slopes. And though the Serpent marshaled his forces in many a cunning and
daring maneuver, yet at the end o f each assault, they would discover, with growing dread and
wonder, that the ensuing slide and tumble always carried each o f them back across the sky to
precisely that spot Which divine command had initially decreed that he should occupy. For, as
was said o f old:
Who can thwart the L ord’s decree,
But he who fools himself?
A nd who can he, who fights God, fight,
But only he himself?
Yet it was with great longsuffering that Providence waited, in hope o f their repentance.
All they who had made the great retreat, now turned and watched with Him from their place o f
distant encirclement—as if seated about some vast celestial arena, in which a strange, Sisyphian
contest raged without respite.
The sight was sadly beautiful. The sudden assaults, like tiny sparks against the steepsloped pinnacle, appeared no more impressive than if some ancient butte (its spew long spent)
now strove again to be reborn-only to produce about its base a dull red glow o f magma, tired and
weak. Or again, it was as if some festive city’s fireworks were viewed from nearby moons. So
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paltry did the Serpent’s sorties appear, so low upon the slopes were they forced back upon
themselves, that it might have brought ironic mirth to those who watched, had they not already
gathered some presage o f its tragic implications.
At length, after this display had worn on for a great while, and all those who watched had
grown in wonder and in sorrow at the duration of their former comrades fervor; Providence
finally lifted up His voice and said, “Be my witnesses, I have not at all raised my hand o f myself
against you, my creation. But it is your own hand which has been raised up against you. There
was a pause and a murmur of assent among the encircling congregation.
He then continued, “And yet, I say, I will raise my hand! I will raise it in due tim e although it is against my own issue that I must strike, and I hesitate greatly to do so. O, that they
would return unto me o f their own accord! Even now would I embrace and welcome them!”
Indeed, even as He spoke, some who had grown the most weary, or those who, perhaps,
had embarked upon the rebellion with less than full spirit, now ceased the struggle, and once
again took up their rightful stations in the sky.
Yet ever the Serpent, and those others most like him in resolve, continued their mad
assault, choosing not to relinquish that greatest of delusions (intimated elsewhere)—which is, that
in electing to not serve heaven, they at least might rule themselves.
At which Providence deemed it futile to tarry any longer, and became filled with
compassion toward those creatures who needs must live amidst the residue, and bent-light skies o f
that ravaged battleground. And with the time o f longsuffering toward His erring ones then
complete, the time of mercy toward his loyal ones was at hand.
So then, with quiet voice, a single word went forth. And lo, at that hushed word alone, the
Serpent’s stars fell shimmering back unto their appointed places, like a mind awaking from a
dream.
Then, in a voice of loud acclaim, Providence declared, “Come now, loyal ones! Dry your
tears! Arise and dance! For you, who kept faith in permanence, may also now enjoy the endless
bliss of change which resides there as well; which those lost ones might also have enjoyed (and
some, perhaps, may still) if they had but faith to wait.”
Thus began the great Dance o f the Heavens, which continues unto this day, and which will
do so until the end of the age, when all things have been fulfilled and made anew, as it were. For
as the stars o f the Way arose in merriment, moving in rhythmic unison around the great circle o f
the Way, they found boundless opportunity for all manner of moves and countermoves; passings
and twirlings; leaps and flips and general cavorting—to say nothing of the immeasurable and
intricate improvisation that ever occurred.
As they moved, the very energy of their movement took hold upon that region o f heaven
which it enclosed (albeit such a limited acreage), and lo, it began to turn, as well—though the stars
contained within that rebellious region must move as a unit, and each must hold its place like
horses on a calliope; for they have lost the freedom now enjoyed by those along the Way.
Yet it is not a penance without purpose which holds the rebellious lights in their places.
For these are now the very stars which constitute the great-lit signs o f heaven; the Book o f the
Sky; those star pictures, or constellations by which men can read the story o f their own eternal
plight, and the great hope of their salvation.
Stretched across that middle region o f the sky, which alone is equally visible from south as
well as north, there is a broad band o f star clusters turning with a momentum exceeded only by
the sun and moon themselves (and the other five Wandering Ones). That region turns as if its
twelve signs were affixed upon the outer rim o f some great celestial wheel. And perhaps because
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o f the breathtaking beauty o f its signs, or perhaps because they wheel about and are gone after the
passing o f only a few moons each year, that region has ever drawn the gaze o f men; and it has
become the most revered and oft misconstrued realm in all the heavens—called by some, the
Realm o f Change; and by others, Zodiac.
Fittingly enough, to those who gaze skyward during warm, midsummer nights, that region
known as Zodiac seems ruled by the selfsame Serpent who once promised change and freedom
from the permanence o f eternity. For here, indeed, does the nighttime sky most move upon a
course o f greatest change. Here also, on such an evening, the Serpent lies stretched across the
Way; his barbed sting poised to strike any which might dare take up that great Cross o f the North.
Poised to strike any which might dare carry that Cross along the Way unto the place o f the Four
Nails—to that place which is furthest away; nay, which is altogether removed from even a single,
hopeful glimpse o f The Tree o f Life.
And yet there was the One which did arise. The One which did dare take up the cross and
bear it along that street o f sorrows, until the Serpent raised his sting and struck—affixing Him on
the very cross He bore, at the place o f the nails. The poison o f his sting worked its ill—weaving
the illusion o f finality into the universal fabric o f death (yet that illusion was a lie; for he is the
father o f lies, and therein lies his power).
When the fell deed was finished, the One w as taken up as booty to be paraded about in
triumph: first unto the Granary, and then into the torment o f the Great Outer Darkness. For
darkness is no enemy o f itself, when the Spirit hovers there. But that place o f darkness where the
Spirit has been denied (that place to which the One now allowed Himself be borne) is a place
beyond terror; nor was it the will o f the Father that any should reside there.
The Serpent’s red eye had ever roved in search of the One; in hope that he could strike
Him thus—aborting His promised age o f renewal before it could yet begin—as if the prophecy o f
the Serpent’s own doom could be parried through causing its untimely birth.
“For what is written? And what is decreed?” the Serpent scoffed, greatly deceiving
himself. “For all is but change and chance and illusion.”
Thus had he watched and waited in confidence for the coming o f the One. Yet, the
Serpent found him self greatly troubled when a mysterious triad of stars suddenly appeared, and
came forth to rest upon the brow o f the high-lifted Hunter. They appeared like some sharppointed garland, adorning the head o f that already stunning and ominous constellation which ruled
the winter sky.
From the time o f his fall, the Serpent had harbored dark suspicions and uncontrollable
jealousy toward that star cluster which ever remained hidden from him—placed as it was beyond
the earth’s horizon. And like a blind m an being taken through a strange land, he ever asked his
confederates what they had seen and learned o f it.
The constellation was comprised, seemingly, of foreign stars—if such a thing could be.
For the Serpent had thought he knew all the lights o f heaven. Yet here—placed in the very heart o f
his realm—were stars o f which he knew nothing, i f the reports he received could be trusted. And
so he became ever more suspicious, even o f those he held in closest confidence—for he now found
him self dependent upon them, while trusting only the perceptions o f him self alone.
He heard o f the four stars that formed the Hunter’s great outstretched hands and feet; and
he heard rumors o f the incredible, scintillating beauty of one o f those stars—which he took to be a
ring on one o f the hands. But this troubled him yet further: that a hunter should wear such a
treasure.
At times he overheard whisperings and rumors—especially among those stars which had
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first resigned themselves to defeat during the rebellion. Most maddening o f all were the words to
this song, which filled him with fire when he heard it:
The hand o f the Hunter outshines the Serpent’s eye.
His three-starred belt, outvalues any bejeweled pelt.
More awe accord his sheathed sword, than any threatening sting.
O Summer sky, pale back in dread, and W inter’s hasten nigh;
When they have fo u n d a fitting crown, they ’ll surely make him King!
Although the new stars upon the Hunter’s head seemed more like a mockery, rather than
any sort of fitting crown, yet the Serpent guessed that the wise among men had interpreted
correctly, and that this was indeed the sign o f the Promised One’s advent.
The triad of new stars became known to some as the False Crown; and to others as the
Dove; although the Serpent always referred to them as the Thom s-for their briary appearance dug
into the very marrow o f his confidence.
Moreover, at that time many o f the Hunter’s hitherto hidden names became openly voiced:
the Great King; Emmanuel; Strider; Messias; and perhaps o f most ancient origin, Menelmacer,
Swordsman o f the Sky. His great ring star was also variously and mysteriously named: Signet;
Bloodstar; and Stigma, the Pierced Hand.
As for the sword that hung from his jeweled belt, it was known as Rhematheos, or
Godsword; Chereb; and Spiritblade. And the great mass o f nascent light, which shimmered along
its blade with the glory o f first things (before all light had been gathered unto particular loci), it
was revered as Logos.
To anyone whose nightlong vigil might cause him to gaze at early m om upon the fading
darkness o f a waning summer sky, the Serpent can be seen scuttling beyond the West’s grim
horizon. While in the growing glitter o f the East, the King arises, to stand astride the W aycounterpoised, as it were, against the Serpent, which hitherto seemed to straddle its other end
unchallenged.
The two perhaps most resemble a knight and dragon, facing one another across opposite
sides of a great ivory bridge spanning an inky abyss. And midway between them, yet suspended
off to one side, hangs the prize to which both lay claim—the imperishable Suit o f the Tree o f Life
itself.
Such vista o’erfills the sky—its portent seeming too broad for even heaven itself to house;
for the Serpent and the King ne’er share the sky together. Yet in watching their silent march
across the heavens, one might almost sense the stars themselves signaling the coming o f battle,
and the weighing of all things in judgment.
For Messias did arise, and He now spreads in Spirit across the earth, gathering unto
Himself those that live beneath its bent-light skies. And the Serpent does indeed scuttle away, as
if under the delusion that such retreat might allow him to share the skies forever with Messias in
endless compromise.
But at last, the Serpent and all who follow him must one day face the upraised hand o f
Providence Himself (as was foretold). It is rumored that Providence will then wistfully release
His final hold upon the adherents o f that rebellious spirit, turning His back upon them, as is their
wish—leaving them truly, and forever with no greater sharing of His nature than a begrudging
acknowledgment of permanence—which is the very essence of His name: that which they
most sought to change, but to which every knee must inevitably and eternally bend and bow.
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Then those released ones will truly and permanently reside in the Outer Darkness they so
chose, in that place called Gehenna.
Some say when the King returns with His unsheathed sword, that He himself will gather
the gems for His seven-jeweled crown, even while He stalks the skies in that final harvesting o f
souls. They believe He will perhaps pluck the Seven Wandering Ones, those spheres which gave
the greatest earthly light to man—taking them up one by one as He reaps; placing them in His
crown in the order o f their days.
Beginning with silver-lighted Moon, by whom men first and most faithfully knew the
passage o f time; then taking the Red One, which ever strode the heavens in mockery o f the
Serpent’s roving eye; and Sun Friend, meekest of lights yet closest in confidence; the Great One
next, with his entourage of lesser lights; Evenstar, unequaled in beauty; and next to last, the
Mirror o f Heaven, with his rings o f light belted about him, even as the Way surrounds the earth.
Lastly, the King shall take up that greatest o f lights, before which all others pale, and which most
closely approximates upon earth the King’s own glory.
And o f the great celebrations which will then resound throughout the halls o f Heaven as
the King returns in splendor; and o f the acts o f the followers o f the Way, which they will perform
following their great dance; and o f the star pictures which the followers o f the Way themselves
had formed, and of the significance of those stories; and of how the stars are able to form different
pictures and tell different stories to each viewer, depending upon the vantage point (like the many
reflections o f the moon seen upon the waters of the earth by a million men at once); and o f how
the stars both move and rest—permanence and change perfectly w e d . . . . why, I imagine that not
even the entire vault o f Heaven contains stars enough to illustrate fully this great goodness which
comes from the hand o f God.
>■

i
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RETURN TO THE TEMPLE
by
Dwayne Pagnotto.
As I walk in lingering sadness thru the crumbling ruins o f the city
I step over cracked marble floors that the earth has reclaimed for herself.
Here and there I do behold scattered limbs and weapons o f statues
Once erected to ancient Deities who ruled this land long ago.
Though they have seemingly vanished yet their spirits roam these parts still.
In shadowy caves their cryptic whisperings are still made manifest.
In airy flights I can hear them filtering thru pores in the enchanted skydome.
In hushed tones o f alluring laughter they speak to me, saying:
Return, Return, Retum....then all at once their voices disappear as quickly as they came.
With a sudden gust of wind thru the trees they are gone.
After a deafening silence i proceed on a little ways.
Off in the distance i see a set of smooth polished steps that leads to a tall columned temple.
As I approach, the temple itself seems to waver in and out o f existence.
Then as I set my foot upon the stone stairs it solidifies and I make the upward ascent
Once I reach the top I make my way into the hallowed inner court
There within I see a statue towering tall in dignity and solemn bearing
‘lis she whose gentle warlike nature and tender nurturing love of the arts sets her apart in her
wisdom from all others.
Her figure is all inter-woven with gold and laced with ivory.
Tune has not disfigured nor has age dare to lay it’s hands upon her blessed limbs.
She is the queen of beauty still.
There she stands in august majesty with her spear and helm and sacred shield.
As I draw closer and look up she seems to smile ever so faintly.
And tho she says it not....her very aspect seems to scream it, the words:
“VICTORY SHALL BE MINE.”
I nod my head in quiet acknowledgement
Then I drop down upon one knee and i take the laurel wreathe that is upon my head
and I place it at her feet.
As I arise I look up....and there seems to be a single teardrop slowly
making its way down her cheek.
Then...as I finally leave the gleaming structure I descend the marble steps and
turn back for one last glance
As I do the temple itself suddenly disappears and
crown of laurel leaves is once more upon my head
As I cry a single tear.
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THE MAN WITH THE STOLEN EYES
by Lai a Heine-Koehn

The man walking beside me pushes
a large fish ahead of him. Its
great body, o f a curious kind
slithers on the pavement, the m an’s
spliced fingers hold the twitching
tail firmly.
Madam he says, his other hand saluting,
I was looking fo r you this morning
and the morning before. I have this
urge to ask you to be my mistress.
Though first, we must establish
our future relationship on solid
grounds. Tomorrow you will be busy
eating fish and I must eat it
the day thereafter. The problem is,
I cannot light a fire or do
a thing on the Sabbath. Would that
interfere with your faith?
N ot necessarily I answer, my mother,
a Russian Orthodox, crossed us,
her three children, 3 times in the morning,
then again at night. M y father
insisted only that we were confirm ed
at fourteen, he being a m ild
Protestant. One o f my brothers is
a convert. The other, up north keeps
the souls and bodies o f Lutherans
from freezing. As fo r myself,
I say The Rosary each night,
make the Sign o f the Cross passing
a church, be it Russian Orthodox,
Protestant or a Synagogue. The only
thing worrying me is, 1 am also
superstitious—a man with black hair
pushing a fish ahead o f him?
No matter the man says, ju st consider
m y offer. You see, they stole
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m y eyes fo r someone else, and instead
o f a white cane la m pushing
this fish. B ut lucky fo r me, they left
m y other senses intact. A nd my sense
o f smell is telling me you are right
fo rm e. This is what I propose:
since we both have to eatfish
(you on Friday, and I the day thereafter)
do come, live with me. I will keep
the fire going ‘til Friday, then y o u ’ll
chop o ff a piece o f this fish
fo r your dinner, (it w ill not matter,
the fish is quite large). The next day,
you take over and cook another chunk
fo r me in a broth with carrots,
parsley and onions. (O yes, d o n ’t
forget the almonds.) After, ju st light
my seven-arm candelabrum, sit by me
and watch me eat the Sabbath meal.
The rest w ill take care o f itself
fo r l a m a loving person under m y skin,
(some say la m a self-confessed
misanthrope, but th a t’s ju st a
quoted line.) 1 have touched your
sleeve and know there is more
underneath it. I want to write
about you in Braille.
All is well, as he said. He keeps
the fire going until Friday,
I take over when the clock
strikes midnight. We go for walks,
hand in hand, with the other
hand he pushes what is left o f the fish,
its backbone and tail (the head
I cooked last Sabbath) the fish
guiding us now quite docile.
He reads to me, touching my knuckles
affectionately as they flex,
respond to his poetry.
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LETTERS OF COMMENT
Dear Editors,
At first I did not like Mr. Callahan’s story
o f the wolf and the stars, but as I read on,
becoming immersed in the symbolism o f the
familial rituals, and saw where he was going,
I became very interested. Don’t you find
sometimes that when it receives more
attention an author’s work is made rewarding
through the effort because we see where they
were going? Even our beautiful mentors,
Tolkien and Lewis— if we had stopped at
their initial popular efforts, The Hobbit and
The P ilgrim ’s Regress, we would not have
known where they were headed (with regard
to literary qualities), missing out on a most
profound body of works.. . . Mythic Circle is
not in the least commercial, which is one
reason why I like it: the work (so far as I
have read) is subtle enough and
magic/mythic enough for me . . . .
S. Dorman
Dear Mythic Circle,
It was good to see “The Balladeer” by
Donald T. Williams in its entirety—the
ending in the last issue was painfully abrupt
The poem, returning to its beginning at the
end, was far more appropriate to its theme of
resurrection than the truncated version
originally published in MC #26. Is this
circular ending as appropriate for “The
King’s Mariners”? Did the mariners really
learn or change because of their vision o f
fleeting faerie beauty “too pure for mortal

men”? What meaning do such visions have
for us mere mortals? We hope Williams’s
poetry will reveal more in future issues.
S. Dorman’s exploration o f the tales told
in the days before quotation marks was an
entertaining adventure for us. Learning the
true origin of the English Wallflower was
undoubtedly worth the eyestrain. To see the
story presented as it might have been added
to its value, as it transported the receptive
readers to this another world so finely drawn,
and transformed us into beings fit to descend
safely through gates o f dream into Hades.
Here, along with Susan Nakasora, we
witnessed the final meeting between Achilles
and Polyxena. Or was that who she really
met there? Perhaps the transformation in our
minds made us misunderstand who the “tall,
impossibly dark” man was, who governed
the transition between the worlds. But
perhaps to understand these things too well
would have hampered our return through the
gates o f ivory. . . .
The illustrations also took us to
otherworlds all of their own, or brought this
world into truer focus. We were especially
delighted with Murray’s illustration for ‘T h e
Magpie and the Ape.” We thought
Callahan’s cover vivid, unique and credible.
We relished the poems on classical themes
and we found Heine-Koehn’s surrealism
strangely satisfying.
May these writers and illustrators
continue to advance in life and art.
Nescio Quid
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ABOUT OUR CONTRIBUTORS
Glen Angus is a professional illustrator, with published works in M agic the Gathering, Advanced
Dungeons a n d Dragons, Cricket magazine, and other children’s book and gaining venues. He is
currently working as a senior artist for Raven Software/ Activision, as a concept, promo, and
texture artist. Glen has happily volunteered to illustrate “Murderer o f Days,” in respect for the
talent of author and long time friends Scott Clements. You can view Glen’s work at
<www.gangus.net>.

Tim Callahan graduated from the Chouinard Art School with a degree in illustration. He has
worked in the animation industry as a background designer and layout artist for over 20 years and
has regularly contributed art for The M ythic Circle. He and Bonnie met while working on the
infamous Bakshi production o f Lord o f the Rings. Tim is presently at work on three books: one
novel, and two nonfiction volumes on Lost Realm s o f History and The Figure o f the Trickster in
World M yth (working titles).
Bonnie Callahan has contributed art to Mythopoeic publications for over 3 decades. For this
issue she designed the intriguing and exquisite mystery cover, for which we invite readers to
submit interpretations in the form o f stories or poems. She is currently involved with digital
animation background painting, medallion design, book covers, sign design, illustration, and
miscellaneous volunteer work when she’s not busy rescuing and adopting out (or taking in)
abandoned kittens in the neighborhood.
Joe R. Christopher has published numerous poems, two plays (including “Retirement: A
Masque,” which appeared in The Mythic Circle), and ten short stories (including two in The
Mythic Circle). His poem about the Pandora myth, “Interiors and Exteriors,” appeared in The
2005 Rhysling Anthology: The Best Science, Fantasy, and Horror Poetry o f 2004, published by
The Science Fiction Poetry Association and Dark Regions Press. Twice he has won a Mythopoeic
Scholarship Award for his academic books. This summer in England, he will be presenting two
critical papers on Tolkien. He serves on the editorial board of The Mythopoeic Press.
Scott Clements has had two stories, based on the legends of the Finnish Kalevala, published in
D eep Magic: E-zine o f High Fantasy & Science Fiction. One, “Into Pohjola,” was voted best
fantasy story o f the year by readers. Both
made the cut for their print anthology DEEPER MAGIC: The Anthology o f H igh Fantasy &
Science Fiction. Most o f his stories are loosely based on old myths, or use mythological
characters as protagonists or antagonists. He has written two novels, one o f which is in the hands
o f an agent.
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Ellen Denham first wrote The Willow M aiden as a ballet libretto. She collaborated with her
husband, Stephan Laurent-Faesi, Artistic Director o f the Butler Ballet, composer Frank Felice,
and many others to bring the ballet to the stage. The work was performed by the Butler Ballet in
Indianapolis in 2003. Ellen gave a presentation about the ballet and showed video excerpts at
Mythcon 2004. The work has now expanded into a novel, which she is now editing, after
completing a draft. This excerpt comes after a short prologue and introduces us to Aldric, who
will later meet and fall in love with the title character, a willow-dryad. In addition to writing,
Ellen is a classical singer and teaches voice at Earlham College in Richmond, Indiana.
S. Dorman is currently working on a speculative piece about the early life of the King o f Gondor
(Elessar) in Middle-earth; and on a novella, In the Garden with Mark Twain and CS Lewis. A
sample o f an earlier dialogue is to be published in The Lamp-post. Her work has appeared in
regional publications, in literary and little magazines; and a short story, “Woman in Winter, with
Flat” is included in an upcoming Goose River Anthology. The story is an excerpt from her series
o f rural town novels with mythic overtones, a sample of which can be read at:
<godsaid.blogspot.com>.
Lala Heine-Koehn was bom in Poland, and lived near the Tatra mountains (where “Zabia Lalka”
published in MC #27, is set) when she was young. Currently, she lives with her family in
Victoria, British Columbia, Canada. She has published several books o f poetry, and her poems
have appeared in many literary magazines besides The M ythic Circle. She is especially touched
that a poem she wrote about a friend o f hers, Roma Czamobroda, is now included in the
Department of Oral History at the U S. Holocaust Museum, in Washington D.C. Questioned
about the meaning o f “The Man With the Stolen Eyes,” she answers that not all poems “can be
explained rationally,” but that perhaps her “unintended intent” was “to convey that even the most
disparate people o f completely different beliefs and backgrounds find a way o f affectionate and
peaceful coexistence. And sight is something that comes from within.” She adds that when the
fish loses its head it “strengthens the still-existing backbone, which is their growth o f trust.”

B errien C. Henderson teaches high school Literature and Composition. When he’s not chasing
down student essays and his own children, he enjoys writing poetry and short stories, studying the
classics, and pursuing the martial arts.
JA Howe has been writing science fiction and fantasy, in both poetry and prose forms, for about
ten years now. Her most recent work can be seen at the online magazines PariahOnlme
(dotguy.net) and at Ultraverse.com. She also has written frequently for the print magazine Pablo
Lennis.
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Bill Krapfel has served as an educator in both private and public schools for over thirty years.
His mother discovered the works o f Tolkien shortly after they were published in A m erica, and
the family read the books aloud in the early 1960’s. Bill learned o f C. S. Lewis and the rest o f the
Inklings following his own conversion to Christianity in 1970. He and his wife Linda have five
grown children. They live in a Northern California community without streetlights, where the
stars shine brightly.

Jef Murray, whose illustrations have appeared regularly in M ythic Circle (and who was
unhappily unable to contributed the euirent issue), recently had his Tolkien and C S. Lewisinspired illustrations featured in the St. Austin Review (www.staustinreview.com). The Jan/Feb
2006 issue celebrates Tolkien, C. S. Lewis, and the film release o f The Lion, the Witch, and the
Wardrobe . lefts paintings will also be included in a special exhibit at the 2006 Gathering o f the
Fellowship in Toronto in July, alongside the works o f John Howe and Ted Nasmith. His paintings
and sketches can be seen online at <www.JefMurray.com>.
Dwayne Pagnotto was bom in Salem, New Jersey, but attended school in Penns Grove, New
Jersey and Kennet Square, Pennsylvania. During his formative years, he read books about Greek
and Norse mythology and American Folk Lore, which influenced his writing. His first poem was
inspired by “a very special girl” with whom he was in love. He now lives in Jacksonville,
Florida.

Douglas “Dag” Rossman has loved the Scandinavian and Cherokee myths and legends for many
years and his “The White Path,” published in MC #26, was his first attem pt to integrate them in a
fictional setting. His new book, The Northern Path: Norse M yths and Legends R e to ld . . .A nd
What They Reveal, has now been published by Seven Paws Press o f Chapel Hill, NC. It includes
both the stories he has been telling “to live audiences for the past 25 years,” along with a
discussion o f “the nature of myth generally and the meanings o f Norse myth in particular.”
David Sparenberg is a poet-playwright, Shakespearean actor, stage director, storyteller, author
and workshop facilitator. His literary work has appeared in over 100 periodicals and journals in
six countries and he is deeply involved in a teaching project called M ythic Impro: Becom ing Who
You Always Were. David can be contacted for performances, classes and friendly exchanges a t :
<EarthArtsVegas@yahoo.com> Having recently completed a series o f performances for the
Las Vegas-Clark County Library District, David is presently offering performances o f
Shakespeare and original work for theatre, along with a healing workshop for those struggling
with life threatening illness and for survivors coping with the grieving process in both Vancouver,
Canada and Olympia, WA. This workshop is called Soul Art and focuses on using poetry, drama,
creative movement and storytelling to center, balance, recover and find the way tow ard inner
peace.
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The M ythic Circle is a small literary magazine published by The M ythopoeic Society,
which celebrates the work o f C. S. Lewis, J. R. R. Tolkien, Charles Williams, and other writers in
the mythic tradition. It has become an annual. The next issue, #29, will appear some time in in
2007. Copies o f previous issues are available through the Mythopoeic Society Orders
Department. The prepaid price for the next annual issue is $8.00. For preorders and the purchase
o f past issues, write to: Mythopoeic Society Orders Department, 920 N. Atlantic Blvd. #E,
Alhambra, CA 91801. Submissions and letters o f comment should be sent to: Gwenyth Hood,
English Department, Marshall University, Huntington WV 25701.
We have, as yet, no hard and fast length limits, but we are a small publication. We have
to think very well o f a story 5000 words long to publish it, and shorter stories have a better
chance. By editorial policy we favor our subscribers. We also favor those who show their desire
to improve their work by revising their submissions and submitting them again, even if they do
not exactly take our advice. Submissions should be double-spaced and should include stamped,
self-addressed envelope.
To purchase issues via the internet and for information about electronic submissions, see
the website for the Mythopoeic Society at <www.mythsoc.org>.
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